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A Christmas
Carol in Black
By NORMAN UNGER
Editor.

years to make up for. The
only thing that kept them
alive Ill now, was that they
kept saying to themselves
that the Black Messiah was
coming.
But there wa, always a
Black Messiah. But those
others who didn't have the
heart. to admit that they
were doing wrong, kept trying to kill him off. The last
one that anybody saw was
born in 1929.
He talked about love, and
peace, and goodwill towards
all men, and peace on earth
... So they killed him. He
told everybody that he had
a dream and that he had
been to the mountain top ...
But only a few people believed nim.
But he told the truth
though .
You know he did.
You art.living proof that he
did . . You're Black. you're
proud and YOUjtE FREE...
Anyway, one day when the
Black Messiah was telling
the world about the great
day to conic
. It was hack
in the year 1968 — when
they shot him. They used a
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How the world got to be a
better place for all. As told
by grandma to her Black,
Proud and Free grandchild
...In the year...?
'It didn't all start on a
cold
night in December
across the ocean, where the
three rivers meet . . It
didn't begin with a man and
his expectant wife on a mule
looking for a place to stay
for the night .. Not for you
my little Black child.
For you it began much
later than that. In fact not
too many years before your
grandma was born.
For you it started when
that great ship came to
bring as to the promised
land. Yes, all us Black folks
had heard that somewhere
there was a land promised
for us. Where everybody
would he happy and that
there would be plenty of
everything for everybody.
Only difference was, that

after we got on the ship,
something went wrong.
Either the ship landed in
the wrong place, or we had
got on the wrong ship.
But anyway, we got here.
And those that brought us.
said that if we ever wanted
to own anything we would
have to work for it. So we
did, and we worked hard.
We actually slaved for it.
We did any and everything
they said do. We even tried
to forget who we were and
vAtere we came from. Every
now and then one of us
would be horn with something special and he knew
who he was and what he
was supposed to do.
But they wouldn't stand
for that kind of talk so they
would take him away from
us.
Yes, child, you don't
know how cote ydu got it
right now. Things were not
always this good. In your
grandma's day, there were
things that happened that

you couldn't even dream of.
There used to be a word
for it ... Let me see. now
... I think it was prejudice,
or something like that. But
anyway, on this ship, they
were treated like anything
that you couldn't ever imagine.
Some of them Black folks
on that ship were kings and
queens, hut you wouldn't
have known it, by the way

they were treated.
Yes, when they got on that
boat, they made a -mistake
that it took hundreds of

•

thing, they used to call a
gun ...It was made out of
metal and ... well, forget
that, it would be too hard !o
tell you what that thing
looked like.
But I can tell you this, it
was used to settle all sizes
of arguments. If one man
didn't like the way another
looked, all he had to do was
use his gun. If one country
Jib

didn't like what another one
did, all they had to do was
pick up their guns.
Well, they shot him too.
They thought he was dead.
His body was, as far as they
knew. But us Black folks
knew better.
The ones that killed him.
The same ones that brought
us over on that ship had
told us that another man, a
long, long time ago came
and walked on the earth, and
talked about peace and love.
They said he died on a
cross, but he came back
later.
So we knew that if we
kept the faith, that our
Black Messiah would come
back too, and that one day
all the peoples of the earth,
would be as one.
Yes, this day we call
always
Christmas, didn't
turn out so good. There was
a time when everybody was
hungry. At least all • of us
were. There were those er
SEE PAGE 2
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Rev. Jackson's

Group is PUSH
CHICAGO - The Rev. Jesse L.
'Jackson burned his bridges to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference by
announcing the formation of a new
civil rights organization with himnut.ioa
self as its head.

To be called PUSH — People United

to Save Humanity — the organization
Will formally come into being next Satur•
day, Christmas Day.
At a meeting in the Met Theater,
the Rev. Mr. Jackson took advantage of

the symbolism of forming an organization at Christmas.
"We are gathered here this morning
in the waiting room." the Rev. Mr.
Jackson said, "because we could not
find a room.
'We went to 10 or 12 places last
week but they told us there was no
room in the inn. So we are here this

morning in the stable.

"We are here because the taxing
system in Jerusalem is such ... and the
pharaoh is so mean."
Referring to the internal squabbles
within SCLC ,o'er the row three weeks
that led to his resignation as national
director of the organization's Operation

Breadbasket, the Rev. Mr. Jackson said,
"Nature requires that we either grow or
die."
The Rev. Mr. Jackson repeatedly
referred re InAnseif as "leader" of the
hew organization he is forming and
referred to himself more than once as
"merely a mortal man."
As a symbol of his independence

from his ‘6.i wa.;
on, the Rev. Mr.
Jackson moved his regular Saturday
Aeeling from its two-year tenure at Dr.
;sing's Workshop, 7941 S. Halsted,
to the
Met, which had been closed.
He addressed a large crowd that
filled the theater seats, aisles and balcony, and overflowed into the lobby fully
an hour before he appeared.
Supporting the Rev. Mr. Jackson at
his meeting were former Cleveland May-or Carl B. Stokes and Harold
Sims,
acting national director of the Urban
League.

Also present were entertainers COPnonball Adderley, Aretha Franklin, Al-

bertina Walker, Ramsey Lewis and Jim
Brown.
The Rev, Mr. Jackson outlined the
work that will be undertaken by
PUSH,
but only in general terms.
"We will pickett, boycott, march,
vote and engage in civil disobedience.
We have cot to engage in direct action
because the courts are too Slow and the
judges are too corrupt."
•
While the Rev. Mr. Jackson's discussion of PUSH's goals Saturday was not
specific, he told Sun-Times reporter.

Grayson Mitchell in an earlier interview

that the first order of business would be
to compile economic data on black

America.
,• "We have too many sociologists In
the community studying the family

structure when what we need are economists," he said.

Free at last...
PHOENIXVILLE, Pa. - Mary
Ann Harbert, 26, of Palo AIto,
Calif. smiles along with Air Force
Flight Surgeon, Col. Leonard
Johnson as she arrived at Valley

Forge Army hospital. Miss Harbert arrised with Richard Feeteau at the hospital after the pair
were released from Communist
China and flown here. (CPI

Drop charges against Huey Newton
OAKLAND, Calif. — Black Panther

co-founder Huey P. Newton was freed of
charges in the 1967 killing of an Oakland
isolleeman when the district attorney decided a fourth trial would be fruitless.
Newton, 29, broke into a broad grin
as Alameda County Superior Cour t
Judge William J, Hayes dismissed voluntary manslaughter charges in the shooting death of officer John Frey.
The dismissal, on the motion of Dis..
ttict Attorney )Lowell Jensen, ended a
,four-year effort involving three trials to
convict Newton for the slaying of Frey

in a predawn gun battle on an Oakland
street.

Jensen said. "But I am compelled to ask
at this time for a dismissal."

The district attorney said that If new
evidence was found — including the
weapon used to kill Frey - he "would
have no hestiancy to reinstitute prosecution."
Newton originally was charged with
first degree murder in the Oct. 28, 1967,
slaying of Frey. 23, 100 Was killed in a
shooting in which Newton and a second
officer were both wounded.

ty Courthouse where Seale was due for
a hearing on an effort to revoke h i s
probation for an old firearms conviction.

The county contends Seale violated
probationary injunction to "obey all
laws' when he was found guilty of contempt and sentenced to four years in
prison by federal judge Julius Hoffman
for his courtroom outbursts

Chicago conspiracy trial.
Superior Court Judge Redmond
Staats continued the revocation hearing
until next May 15 because Scale's appeal
of the contempt conviction is still under
trial appeal. He faces a possible one
year jail term for the conviction on
charges of carrying a weapon near a
jail

His first trial in 1968 ended iilth a
"compromise verdict" of guilty of voluntary manslaughter. Newton served 22
months in prison before a state appellate
court overturned the verdict on grounds
of judicial eriror.

It came seven months after the Pan.
'tar's co-founder, Bobby Seale, 34, had
murder charges dismissed against him
He was tried twice this year on the
in New Haven, Conn., by a judge who
ruled selection of an unbiased jury for a voluntary manslaughter charges. Both
trials ended with
second trial would be nearly impossible. The first trial of Seale in the
torture slaying of a suspected police informer ended ir a hung jury in May.
Jensen asked Hayes to drop the
charges against Newton on grounds a
fourth trial would end as two others this
year have concluded — with the jury
unable to reach a verdict.
"I feel this is a frustration of justice
retry the case,"

and would prefer to

the juries deadlocked —
II to 1 for conviction last June and 6-6
last Saturday.

Charles Garry, the Black Panthers'
attorney, stood silently as Jensen explained his motion to the judge, then
answered with a simple "no" when
Hayes asked if he had any objections to
the move.
"The action is dismissed." Hayes
said as Newton and 50 of his supporters
who had crowded into the courtroom
broke into broad grins. There was no
courtroom demonstration and the happy
Panthers rushed into the hallway outside
for a hugging, kissing, back-slapping
celebration.
On Garry's motion, the judge released Newton's $50,000 cash bail am n d
the Panther leader left the courtroom.
He refused to comment on the verdict.
The defense attorney then went to
another courtroom in the Alameda Cows-

Teacher
reinstated
MIAMI — The Dade County School
Board has reinstated former Northwest.
ern band leader after he was suspended
for alleged incompetency last March.
The board ruled to give the David
Paschal back pay since March at his
old salary but he will now be working
for $500 less.
Paschal has his job back but nothing
is guaranteed. The board has taken away
his tenure which means he may not have
a job when'this school year ends.

Willie and bride celebrate

•
•
•

ATHERTON, Calif. - In the den of their ;165,000,
18-room elegant home here, San Francisco Giants'
outfielder Willie Mays enjoys a "it
Insured

by his wife Mae. They were recently wed In Mexico City. The liquor is for friends. Willie said he
never touches the "hard stuff." ltIPI)

The 40-year-old Paschal w a s suspended soon after his marriage to a
former student who was white and 19.
Mrs. Gwen Cherry was the examiner
for the case and returned the verdict of

not guilty.

Share their grief...
YARDVILLE, N. J. - The wife Police mused into the Yardville
of one prison guard bursts into penal institution. early, where
tears and the wife of another 100 rebel prisoners were holding
guard looks on after a force of two hostage. (UPI)
50 riot armed New Jersey State
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Xmas Spirit Is Alive and Well in3 Me
Three hundred and sixty-foui days
of the year, almost 99 per cent of the
population either discusses or indirectly
contributes to "man's inhumanity to
man." It's a sad thing, but it happens
all the time. And in most cases, when
a little kindness is able to shine through,
people whisper "and what is he going
to get out of it?" •
Unfortunately, for the poor in t h e
black community, that one day in the
year when somebody remembers that
they exist, (without referring to them as
problems of society, rather than ,those
suffering as victims of societ yl, is
Christmas ... The one day of the year

that belongs to ALL OF CHRIST's CHILDREN, both young and old.
Some of the Memphis groups and organizations who helped make December
25, 1971 more than just another day in
the ghetto are:
*

•

*

BEALE STREET ELKS
The Beale Street Elks Christmas Charity
and Basket Fund has, in 33 years, grown to be
the largest of its kind in the United States sponsored by a black organization. It was organized 33 years ago by George W. Lee, to service
poor and needy families at Christmastime. It is
operated on recepits from the Annual Blues
-Bowl Game and public donations. with participation by a large number of churches.
playjng in the Blues Bowl Game this year
were Carver and Westwood High Schools,

A Christmas
Carol in Black
Continued From Page

1

who had a lot more than
others, But deep down they
knew they
was hungry
too, really.
So to get the things we
wanted — we sang songs,
marched, fought, died and
died again. Yeah, those
were some hard times ...
But even still we managed
to smile now and then.
That's why we are where we
are today. Cause we could
always see a little bit of
good in everything bad.
Anyway. child, when it
was time for the second
Black Messiah to come —
we all knew it would be different from the first time.
Ile came in the flesh the
first time — and we all
had learned that flesh is
weak. And for the job we
had to do — we needed to
be strong.
Finally he came — It was
a slow process at first. But
as I think about it, things
took a drastic change in a
us,

- around

hurry really. No, he wasn't
scared or anything. That
wasn't why we knew he
couldn't come in the flesh.
It was just that he tried
that once so we could understand him. But we still didn't
listen to him and hadn't
learned to live together So
he had to try a different
approach.

the world going on just like
to earth itself
in
one b i g circle . . . Every
year it was the same old
thing. It was 'Merry Christ.
man' today, and
hate that
dog' tomorrow.
What the Messiah did was
make the whole world like
one big refrigerator. Yes,
degree by degree, he made
it colder and colder. And the
whole world was feeling it at
the same time. It was
getting so cold t ha t the
deserts were covered with
snow. There wasn't a spot
on earth with any heat
Soon the heaters were
giving out and all the people had to rely on to keep
from freezing to death was
their own body heat. So the
next step was to huddle together and keep from freezing to death.

So little by little, people
were beginning to see that
evil brings on more evil.
But very few had ever tried
to do anything about it. And
we all knew that old saying
about an eye for an eye. But
at the same time, seldom,
did you see a good deed returned for a good deed.
That's where the Messiah
came in.
On Christmas Eve one
year, while everybody was
going around saying 'Merry
Christmas' to everybody —
an nobody really meant it
— he decided he was tired
of watching the people of

RUMORS&POLITICg
By MELVIN ROBINSON
tihehly Coounty Democratic Club
Last week we took a look at the City Schools,
this week we are looking at the County School System.
This
The County School Board consists of seven men.
are
There
Court.
Quarterly
the
by
appointed
board is
Blair
tx‘o black appointees on the board. the Reverend
T. Hunt. Pastor of Mississippi Boulevard Christian
Church. and the Reverend Evans, pastor of the Walker
the
Homes Christian Church. The board is served by
Superintendent, Mr. George Barnes. There are four
assistants with one black, Mr. Cornell Wells. The total
school budget for the school year of 1971-72 is approximately 18 million dollars.
The Quarterly Court controls the purse string. It
must approve the school budget; The Court has an
educational committee which is chaired by one of our
black squires, Mr. Jesse Turner. This committee consists of three persons. Their primary function is to
oversee the budget.
The- County employed one hundred and twenty-six
new teachers for the schpol year 1971-72. Sixteen of
these teachers are black. The pupil ratio is two whites
for every one black teacher. The county population has
decreased because of annexation and also because of
the whites who moVed from the area when blacks
moved in.
The county is rapidly growing. The intergation
pattern of the county is a good racial mixture. We
don't hear the same argument in the county that you
have in the city, because the'county has most of the
children, but there are some serious problems with
the county.
Four years ago there were 8 black principals.
the
Now there are no black high school principals in
men
black
eight
the
to
happened
What
system.
county
with Masters Degrees who had worked for years as
chief administrators? What happened to the black
librarians? These are real questions.
Is it that no blacks are capable to administer a
high school in the county? The same court said that you
must have a 60 - 40 ratio in the city. Is it the same in
that
the county? Why? The white man said for years
what?
for
education;
blacks need more
He can't get the job after getting the education.
Statistics show that a white high school graduate earns
as much money as a black college student.
CURRENT EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Last week the Quarterly Court voted on re-districtwere
ing. Squire Walter Bailey presented the plans that
prebe
to
districts
three
assured
plan
The
adopted.
communiblack
the
dominately black. This will ,assure
ty of three squires. Who will the third one be? Some
say Washington Butler. Some say 0. Z. Evers. Some
say H. T. Lockard. Some say Harold Ford. Some
say The Reverend James Netters. They are out there.
We will have to bring a county squire in. Who will that
Lone be?

•ps
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Did the white folks, and
Black folks. and yellow and
red all come together? You
bet they did They hated
the idea of freezing to death
more than they did each
other. Of course there were
a few stubborn ones that
would rather freeze, but
not as many as it seemed.
Finally, all the people of
the world got together in
one big huddle, just like a
football team. They didn't
have any choice because
they needed each other so
they wouldn't freeze to
death.
Anyway, the next day everything started to thaw out
again.
But that was enough time,
because while they were all
together, the Messiah spoke
to them. He said that no
man is an island unto himself It is the warmth generated from a loving heart
that shall keep the earth
alive. And that if we wanted
to make the world a better
place to live, and thaw out
all the ice that covered
everything. .. All we had to
do, was begin to let a warm
heart prevail, and the
world would be a better
place."
And then the beginning ...

'

46.

.

Christmas
package
Her tight pinched fingers
worked over the slippery
ribbon
The worn hands „moved
slowly savoring each moved
ment as though to prolong
the pleasure of touch
The boy stood at her elbowl
— one scuffed brown shoel
twisted across the other asi
he wathted her with mute
interest
The crinkly paper rattled
under her hands and the boy
blinked at the sound

SEASON
GREETINGS

'because "we received more requests for a I d
than we could handle. Nevertheless, we w ere
able to reach about 200 families, with the help
of our many contributors which grows each
year.'
A hearty meal on Christmas morn, and a
few toys for the children can make the world
seem like a better place to live. Hach request
for hssistance at Christmas that was answered,
was complete with food and other needed items
that each particular family needed, such as
clothing and household items.
Working like busy little Elves for Santa,
Strong, Rev. D. E. Herring (the president), Rev.
Dendy (public relations), Walter Rogers (board
secretary), Addle Rogers (off ice secretary),
Charlie Neal (business manager) and Dr. H.
Ralph Jackson (vice president), all worked day
and night to make sure those less fortunate
would have a better Christmas-holiday.
There were many others who aided the
Knights in their charitable drive inside as well
as out of the organization, One of the largest
contributors to the Mallory fund was Local
Union 1733, A.F.S.C.M.E., who donated $1,000.

• • •
BLACK PANTHERS
For many reasons, which are immaterial at this time of the year, American society, including Black Americans, listen with one ear closed
when learning of anything coneereing the Black
Panther Party.
For the most part, in Memphis, just as
across the nation, there has been a change in
the adopted attitude of the Black Panther
Party, and finally, America is awakening that
there may be something good behind it.
Here in Memphis. the Black Panthers have
obviously won the respect of local businessmen,
because the Party has proven they have a heart
also, and its in the right place.
Throughout the year, the Panthers have
been involved in various community projects in
an effort to bring happiness to the indigent. Indeed, the Panther is a symbol that suggests
cunning, speed and immeasurable power. Lately, that power has been directed at serving the
Black Community.
During the Thanksgiving holiday s, the
Black Panthers served dinners to those w h o
needed it, and sent many baskets of food to
those who wanted it. All totaled, the group said
they hostessed nearly 400 people, including children.
'Now that Christmas has arrived, the Panthers were at work again They solicited toys.
food and clothing. On Christmas Eve, a party
was planned and as many as 500 were expected
to attend.
John Smith, Deputy Field Marshall for the
state of Tennessee with the Panthers said, "On
Christmas day we planned a party for the community or anyone that wanted to come. Dinner
will be served to all and any children that
come will he able to take part. Unlike most organizations that pick and choose who is and is
not eligible, we feel that anyone that wants to
come is welcome."
The Panther Headquarters, located at 815
East McLemore. is the site of the activities.
Smith added, "everyone in the organization
has done a lot to make this thing a success."
Helping the Panthers in their cause were:
the Record Shack in Southgate Shopping Center, Happy Hal's Toy Store, Sears, Goldsmiths,
and several others.
"We knew we wouldn't be able to reach as
many families as we Would like giving out bas-

•
,
itte to use the )a alknd food
kets, so we giecd
. mith added.
dinners,"
of
donated, in the form
Members of the Memphis Black Panthers
who worked in aiding the success of, the affair
are: Janice Payne (Minister of pefeuse), Maurice Lewis, (minister of Information), Willie
Henry (program coordinator) and Smith..
• • •
KENNEDY DEMOCRATIC YOUTHS
One of the newer groups on the Memphis
scene is the Kennedy Democratic Youth Organization, under the advisorship of Ernest C. Bell.
"The group originally started out as a politically oriented organization, with the Kennedy Democratic Club as its guide. But little by
little, we became involved in community affairs, which indirectly aid the parent organization, til that is what we do most," said Bell.
For Thanksgiving, the organization, which
was formed only last June, gave baskets of food
to the needy. Now that Christmas has arrived, the group staged a bigger drive and collected enough support to aid about 50 indigent
families in the Memphis community.
One of the biggest assets was radio station
WLOK who loaned the station to the group last
Saturday as a collecting point for donations.
Working behind the scene in aiding the
poor through organizations such as this were
Inc.,
such businesses as Soul Brand 'Foods,
Memphis Urban League, Kinney Shoes (3rd St.),
WDIA and WLOK radio stations, a,nd Morris'
Barber Shop.
Using the political guidelines, the group disprepersed the donated food and clothing by
cincts and block workers, (just dike the election).
Standing behind their motto of: Not wh at
can
my community can do for me, but what I
do for my community," are Othella Sawyer,
president; Willie McWilliams, vice pres.; B a rbars Wooten. secretary; Zina Jackson, treasurer; Herbert Jackson, Sgt. at Arms; and bust•
ness manager, Avis Walton.
Bell added that although the group intends
to keep politics in mind, "We still hope to get
more involved in all types of community activities throughout the year."
• • •
AFSCME UNION 1733
Not being a charitable organization, Local
Union 1733, (AFSCME), itself, with all 23 union
executives making it unanimous, voted a total
of $7.500 during the Yule season for other charitable groups.
At a Christmas party hosted by the Union
at the Club Paradise last Friday, $1,000 contributions were made to: the Mallory Knights,
St. Jude's Children's Hospital, Sickle Cell Research Foundation, Goodfellows, and the Kidney
Foundation. Receiving $500 donations were:
United Negro College Fund, Muscular Dystrophy
Foundation, Salvation Army, Home for the Incurables and the Variety Heart Fund
In their second year in brightening the
Christmas season for the less fortunate, the
Union has made a total of $14,900 available to
such organizations.
• • •
There are numerous other organizations
throughout Memphis who did their share in
making Christmas a happy time for someone
other than themselves. The number of individuals who made personal sacrifices and did all
possible to aid the indigent in Bluff City, probably outnumber those helped, but no matter
how great or small their part, they all performed as "God's Children."
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Carver won the tilt over Westwood by a score of
15-0.
The Blues Bowl Committee for 1971 was
composed of Lee, as general chairman, Frank
T. Scott, chairman, Maurice Hulbert, co-chairman, George Whitney, Leonard E. Mitchell,
Mrs. Jana Porter, Mrs. Margaret Johnson, Mrs.
Erma Stidhum. Mrs. Dorothy Pointer, M r s.
Marilou Washington, Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson,
Miss Elnora Townsend, Mrs. Gladys Steinburg,
Mrs. Frank T. Scott, Will Taylor, J. L. Gaston,
William Blakely, Robert Clark, William Thcmias,
Reverend W. W. Walker, Hobson Greenwood,
Luther Steinburg. Milton Montgomery, and Mr.
Lawrence Johnson, secretary.
The queen of the Blues Bowl was M i s
Ophelia Booth and the junior queen was Miss
Ada Steinburg.
A last minute pouring in of donations swelled the fund to its largest in three years. Some
.of the doom's were:
$800.00
Pentecostal Temple
300.00
Morning View B. C.
250.00
Elvis Presley
250.00
Mr. Anony.•mous
250.00
Coca-Cola Co.
200.00
- Columbus Bapt. Church
50.00
East Trigg Bapt..
180.00
New Friendship Bapt.
150.00
Progressive Bapt,
120.00
Mt. Nioriah Bapt.
100.00
Stax Records
100.00
Stephen L. Cropper
100.00
Nat Buring Co.
100.00
Loeb's Laundry
100.00
Liberty Grocers
100.00
J W.. Nelson
100.00
Tree of Life Bapt.
100.00
St. Matthews Bapt.
Cummings St. B.C. & Pink Carnation
100.00
Thrift Club
70.00
Miss, Blvd. Christian Church
70.00
Klondyke Civic Club
MOO
Damsel Social Club
The Beale Street Elks Christmas Fund sent
out, Christmas Eve morning to all sections of
of
the city and to all races, 14 city truck loads
baskets with a ham in each basket and 34 articles of food. More than 500 families were servraed with baskets of food to cover two week's
tions.
Lt. Lee, in expressing his gratitude said, 'I
am extremely happy shout the fine response
the patrons of
is e have received this year from
the Blues Bowl, from the schools that participated, from public spirited citizens, and f ro m
no t
the churches and civic groups. We could
for
boast of the success of this undertaking but
their noble response to our appeal.
"The Elks are undertaking a year round
sufcharity program to help many others who
fer from the blight of poverty and the lack of
opportunity."
•
•
MALLORY KNIGHTS
Like the Elks. the Mallory Knights Charitatheir
ble Organization is nationally known for
confining
work in the ghetto community. Not
themselves to Christmas, The Mallory Knights
time
work throughout the year helping those in
Iof need.
Knights
Another likenes to the Elks, the
but
are not only an interracial organization,
they help white as well as black. Poverty knows
Knights.
no color, and neither does the Mallory
Harry Strong, founder of the 21-year-old
one
group, and its director, said he had only
was
regret this Christmas season, and that
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The National Business League...
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Part III: Foundation of Black Enterprise
In this third part of our series on Black Business we will
look at the History ot the National Business League. This organization is involved in many aspects of Black Business in
America. The National Business league was founded by
Booker T. Washington, and to get an understanding of the reasons behind its founding, one must look at the life of Mr. Wash•
Ington.

portedly in April 1856. It is known that he entered Hampton
Institute in 1872 and graduated four years later. After teaching
for a short while, he continued his studies at Wayland Seminary in Washington, D. C.
Washington founded Tuskegee Institute in 1881. at the
same time becoming the institution's first president. Later in
addition to instituting a variety of programs for rural exten• •
4
sion work there, he helped establish the National Business'
Booker Taliaferro Washington was an educator and states
League.
man. Booker T. Washington was Frederick Douglass' succesSome 11 years later, in his now famous speech at the opensor as the foremost American Negro leader of his day. Unlike ing of the Cotton States Exposition, he expounded views, that.
Douglass, Washington was never to hold an official federal of- by their very moderacy•were to turn most Negro intellectuals
fice, but he managed nonetheless, to exert considerable in- in quarters that the stand he was taking would only serve to
fluence upon several areas of public affairs — in particular, encourage the foes of equal rights.
civil rights.
His central theme was that Blacks would best protect the
Washington was born a slave in Hale's Ford, Virginia, re- rights vowed to them by the U. S. Constitution through their

Memphians Join Black Ensemble
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IRENE TALL
Six Memphis students are
members of the Black Ensemble Choir at Lake Forest
EnCollege. The Black
semble, a choral grout) of
forty-five I.FC Black students and faculty, was organized in 1969 by T. Maurice Tucker '72 "to provide
an outlet and a showcase

mion
total
hari-

nion
ntrights,
Redney
vere:
°pity
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for the talents of Black students at 1.FC." The Ensemble is heavily gospel-oriented, but has included songs
such as the Black National
Anthem "Lift Every Voiceand "Everyman Wants To
Be Free" in its musical
repertoire.
The choir has been singing

throughout the state of Illiincludes soloists from t h
nois and plans to release an
Soul Syndicate, a jazz
album during the early part
semble and members of th,
of 1972. in an attempt to
Lake Forest College cho,i
scholarship
supplement a
They are:
pool for Black on-campus
Crystal J. Fuller, daughter
students. The Black Ensemof, Mr. & Mrs. Tommy Fill:
ble is sponsored by the LIT
Hubert CirBlack Students for Black .-er of 2141 South
cle,
Action and its membership
Glen4olyn M. Grant
daughter of Mr. & Mrs
Samuel J ones of 3002
Shannon St.,
the attached UL label specifies you may do so.

Guidelines for
Christmas safety

the
the
le to

be as safe as possible. Underwriters' Laboratories, a
organization
not-for-profit
testing for public safety, offers the following guidelines.
By followinK these, tragedy,
through carelessness, can be
eliminated
— Don't overload electrical.
circuits.
— Don't work on Christmas light strings while plug
is still connected.
light
stretch
— Don't
strings.

lions
e in
eone
vidud all
probter
orm-

— Don't use electric lights
on metal Christmas trees.
— Don't use light strings
or extensions outdoors unless
— Don't use flood lights on
— Don't allow children
near electrical fixtures.
— Do use only UL labeled

Carolina Mutual Insurance Company; A. G. Gaston, successful Birmingham based businessman; and Dr. F. D. Patter- ."
son, the President Emeritus of Tuskegee Institute and founder
of the United Negro-'College Fund.
Originally founded as the National Negro Business League,
in 1956 it became the National Business League to emphasize .its already developed policy of service to all minority businessmen. Most of its chapters are integrated and many contain
substantial percentages of Latin American minority businessmen. The NW. conducts management training seminars.
sponsors periodic conferences, and has an annual convention
for its membership in more than seventy-five cities and for the
general public.
With the initiation of the "War on Poverty" and the development of widespread interest by economic and social policymakers in realizing the small business potential, the NBL has
often been requested to present its export testimony on the
problenis of minority small businessmen before select Congressional committees and federal agencies.
As early as 1962, its current president, Berkeley G. Burrell, promised a publicly subsidized management consultant
progri:m in an NBL proposal entitled "Small Business Development Commissions."
This widely circulated proposal was one of the bases used
far the design of Title IV of the Economic Opportunity Act,
which was used by the Small Business Development Center
program of the •Oftice of Economic Opportunity and the Small
Bus.ness Administration.
The NI-11. contnues to be the Central -agency through which
numerous distinguished American Negro educational and business leaders have sought to apply their talents to the need for
the econimic development of minorities through participation
in the mangement and ownership of business.
The National Committee for Equal Opportunity in Business.
The National eintimittee for Equal Opportunity in Business. wh'th the NBL organized for advisory support to project Outreach, represents a continuation of this tradition.

GWENDOLYN GRANT

EDWARD SHEALEY

LINDA TALL

own economic and moral advancement. His major task, in this
connection, was to win over to his moderate course of diverse
elements among Southern whites, without whose support the
program he envisioned would have been impossible.
In 1896; shortly after the election of President William McK:nley, a movement was set in motion urging that Washington publicly withdrew himself from any possible consideration
preferring to work outside the political arena.
At the time of his death in 1915 Washington's philosophy
had been largely discredited by more militant Negro, groups
working toward the achievement of their aims through protest
organizations and other activist agencies.
In the South, however, for ail his stress on conciliation and
cooperation, Washington still managed to play a major role
in motivating Negroes to improve their economic and social lot
ihrough self-help programs and the development of skilled labor.
To understand the direction of black businesses today. one
must view the organization that is playing a signigicant role ee
the operation of those businesses. The National Business LeP
gue is the parent organization of. most of the eight national Negro trade associations.
It was the outcome of a conference that was called by
Booker T. in the summer if 1900.
Dr. Washington, seeing the need and excited by the idea
of an organization through which the prim-pies of gaud leis:ness practice and mutual Misiness ad might be disseminated
among Negroes, sent invitations to Negro leaders and businv•smen to attend a conference in Boston, Massachusetts. T It 0
confereTite was financed by Julius Rosenwald of Sears and
and Roebuck and John D. Rockefeller of Standard Oil. As a
result of that conference. Dr. Washington was elected the ;irst
president.
The league's first headquarters was established at Tuskeeee
Institute. Its first secretary was Emmet J. Scott, a member
of the Tuskegee staff. Dr. Washington was succeeded by such
distinguished leaders as Colonel J. R.'Napier, Registrar of the
Federal Treasury; C. C. Spaulding. founder of the North
------- -

string lights and cords.
— Do inspect all wiring insulation for possible deterioration, especially if it has
been stored for an indefinite
period.
— Do use rubber light
socket gaskets where provideel and replace if needed.

When it's hard to decide,
try the soft approach.

Linda F. Herring, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Samuel
Herring of 862 N. Trezevant,
pianist,
Edward B. Shealy. son of
Mr. & Mrs. Carl Shealy Jr.
of 1328 Tutwiler Ave., director and. Irene and Linda S. Tall
daughters of Mr. & klrSidney Tall of 1592 Sun,
St.

These Buys Are
Simply Heavenly . .

Need 1st
offenders
volunteers
Project first offender
an innovative treatment
program to provide rehabilitative services for
first offenders, is in need
of community volunteers.
A training class, conducted by Professor Jim
Jorgensen of the Graduate
School of Social Work,
Denver, C o lorado, will
be held in Memphis January 15-16 and 17th.
For information on how
you can contribute your
time to this vital community effort, call the First
Offender Office 534-9697,
or after 6 p.m. 458-7426.

Shop BIG STAR
Where Prices Are Right
& Clerks Polite
•
.ervmursern01.
•
Purchase--5-Lb Can SHORTENING...HUMKO 29¢ cr
With Coupon &

C

With Coupon & $5 Purchase-LIQUID DL i L kULNT

32 07.
CAN YOU USE

CASH?
FINANCE
COFNINE
LOCATIONS

MORE

CgY

VALUABLq
COUPON

T.S.D.

SHORTENING
HUMKO 294
CRISCO 39&

HEHL. FOLKS LIKE YOU
OCT PREFERENTIAl
SERVI(E

Of

3-Lb.

LIBBY'S
FRUIT
COCKTAIL

ir
17 O?

With this coupon IL $5 Additional Purchase ex.
duffing tobacco, milk and frozen milk products.
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Tuesday.
eo,her 71411,

FOR SALE BY
US. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

VALUABLE I
COUPON

$21.250
189 ApplevIne Cove
2 bettts, BV $250
/
6 rooms, 11
Dow,.
510.250
484 F. Fernwood
5 rootruk 1 bath
Asb/S
528 Josephine Street
.00tna. 1 balk BB

$250

a.

Down
815,150
$250
Down
• Sl7,250
Rood
506 LI*
5250
6 rooms. 1 bath 05

NO DISCRIPANAITZ
ANYONE CAN BUY

P

2% Loans Awnlabie
1
Long term 7/
See Any Broker

S

T.S.D.

DOVE
DETERGENT
39t
32-0z.
With this coupon & $5 Additional Purchase excluding tobacco, milk and frozen milk products.
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Tuesday,
December 28th.

254

r'r

JACK SPRAT
SWEET PICKLES
120t

tertu,

494

Prices Good Thrii
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 28th

Your only decision will be which Si7e to buy All gift wrapped at no extra cost

Calvert Extra.The Soft Whiskey.
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Struggle For Survival...

•

Today's Black College
By W. A. SENGSTACKE Jr.
During the past few weeks the Tri-State Defender has prepared several articles on problems facing LeMoyne-0 w e n
College a, it entered the decade of the 70's. Emphasis in this
article was on the small private colleges while on the other
hand 3.5 public colleges and universities which were created
to serve black America are in imminent danger of losing
their identity through integration merger reduced status or
outright abolition according to reports released by the Race
Relations Information Center (RRIC) in Nashville Tennessee.
One of the Colleges mentioned
State University in Nashville. The
black educational inst tutions will
of the problems facing Tennessee

'iOu,h campus of the Unnersity of Tennessee and Florida
A&M is located in Tallahassee where Flor.da State University one of the state's largest and most prestigious institutions
has long been dominant.

These other cities and towns also have two or more racially identifiable public institutions: Huntsville Ala. (Alabama
Aga! and the University of Alabama): Montgomery Ala.
(Alabama State and a branch of Auburn University): Albany
Ga. (Albany State and Albany Junior College); Savannah, Ga.
(Savannah State and Armstrong State) Grambling and
in the report ,s Tennessee
iluston La. five miles apart (Grambling College and Louisiarticle on problems facing
continue with an overview ana Tech): Baton Rouge, New Orleans and Shreveport La..(Southern Umversity and Louisiana State),
State University.

The RRIC report campiled by John Egerton and Pat
Braden says "there is praeta.ally !lathing to indicate Mat
any of the states is commated to a guarantee of actual equality for any black college or university. A few of the institutions
may have moved closer to that ideal and some of the states
have achieved substantial desegregation both in their formerly all-black and -their previously all-white colleges and universities but the prevailing pattern is one of racially separate and
qualitatively unequal higher education."

The RRIC report lists seven lawsuits in the federal courts
on issue of segregation in public colleges—two in Alabama
one each in Tennessee, North Carolina. Mississippi and Vir
g.na, and one in the District of Columbia.

"Dual system of higher education present an unusually
complex series of problems," the report states. "In their present condition, the public black colleges and universities are not
competitive with their predominantly white counterparts — it
they are no longer entirely separate, they are, still not equal
Three of the Institutions — West Virginia State Cillege. The objectives of the states increasing then) was to assure
Bluef.eld (W. Va.) State (7allege and Lincoln uaiversity of separation, not equality."
Miasouri — now has e a inajarit:. of white students and .haaPublic officials and educatiana! leaders, most of whom arc
others—Dalware State. Bowie (Md.) State and Kentucky
State—haxe white emollivents af over 30 per ceti. Th.-a wh.te. are trying to determine what the future of the black
schools—Maryland State Prairie View. ACM (Teb.) and Ar- colleges will be, says the report, and it adds: "On the basis of
kansas ANI&N have been absorbed by larger and older pre- Past performance, there is little or no cause for confidence that
the black colleges will remain identifiably black, or that they
dommantly7 white state universities.
will he made truly equal, or that the black students they now
In add tion 14 of the black institutions—Tennessee State serve and the black professionals they now employ will beneUniversity and Florida A&M University—the RRIC report de, fit from whatever decisions are made."
tails some of the complexities involved in states where the
The report concludes with this observation: "There is evidual sustem of higher education still exists.
dently considerable trauma and dissatisfaction involved when
Ton ,--ce S!,l'e 'la,U .,
t i in Na,:i%ille
on a a black college heroines majority-white, and there is strong
black opposition in many states to merge which threaten the
identity of the black schoo:s.

I

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns 1
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Placa Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE er WIRE
CUSTOM

H5

T/.ILORS

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

IA 7-9320

lasinpais, Tennessee
'YOUR Company Mau What Yost Ask For And
Croatia Whet You Think or

1.01

answer

The RRIC report is titled "The Public Black Colleges: Integration and Disintegration."
Next week we will look at problems lacing one of the states
oldest and most respected black public institutions: Tennessee
State University in Nashville.
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A happy occasion for all...
left, Santa starts his chores passing out toys to the c h l•
dren. In the bottom right photo, are some of the goodies
given to the inmates' children. (NOU photos)

In the four photos above, taken at the Penal Farm, (top
left). Santa greets some of the inmates' children. In the

next photo (top right), the 'Traveling TornadoeV a gospel
singing group of inmates, perform for the audience. Bottom

Hostility .s even greater when a state will neither inte•
grate nor merge a black institution, but chooses instead is
create new competition nearby and thus dri,y the black college into further decline.
"At a time when there is an acute need or more higher
education facil.ties and an equally severe strain an the higher
education budget. such duplication seems wasteful and selfdefeating, and may be illegal a: well. Wherever public Nark
caileges exist, they are either facing the loss of black identity
through integration or merger. or the loss of quality through attraction and neglect. The only alternative they don't have— and
never have bad—is to be black and equal."
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Penal Farm Inmates Enjoy Xmas
By MILTON DELANE
. "No place to he somebody" is one way to describe the activities at the
Shelby County Panel Farm
A place no one wants to call
home. Things were at a new
light in the eyes of the inmates. It was a day of
thanks and goodwill for all
concerned.
There were no gloomy
faces or haggard looks, just

plenty of smile;
The first time an affair
had been held for the Mmates.
Today things have changed. a party was given for
them and their families.
Toys that had been donated
by several companies were
passed out by the inmate
Santa, Ray Hester. This and
all other activities that take
place at the penal farm are

phi, Community Singers.
During the past several
years inmates at the penal
farm have had some type of
program, this was the best
by far. This program was;
spearheaded by Mr. Floyd
Newsum Jr., the In-Project
Community Key Coordinator and his assistant Richard Hawkins and Oree Mc-

things to -top and thi-k
about.
There were several inmate
singing groups on the program. one in particular was
Tornado',.
Traveling
the
group
Members of this
were Clyde Byers, Ray Hester, Vernon Mosley and Cael
Foy. There was a concert
for the entire inmate population featuring the Mem-

Kenzie,

Last Minute Christmas Gift Ideas From ...

JOEL FURNITURE CO.

"S>t

0 E DAY ONLY!

BIG, COMFORTABLE
OVERSTUFFED

•Is

LAMPS
Buy a Single or a Pair

WHILE THEY LAST
Now Only...

195

FRENCH
CHAIRS
Select from 3 Beautiful Colors
Regular $69.95

Ceti' &j
Corry

BUNK BEDS
Complete With Bunkies

Carry

a

'Compare at $99.95
(Oth•r tty)es in Stock)
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Pine or Maple
REG. $149.95

CANOPY BEDS

Ideal Xmas Gifts
FAMOUS BRAND NAME

MATTRESS
OR
BOX SPRING
ei nms

Reg. $39.95
CASH AND
•,„•
CARRY FOR ... 111dr"ch
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95

Car y

Damag•d

Regular Size
Cash
REG. $69.95 ONLY29

ww$11P

(Canopy Frame... $10.00)
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FURNITURE
COMPANY

Big Warehouses
All lu The fort
Jackson Are nue
Pt(eniture Ituipiisg
Complex

"Quolety Sus noture-Quontsty

PIFCr'l“

327-7388
3339 JACIVON AVE.
WAREHOUSE & BARGOIN ANNEX

NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR
DELIVERY & SET-UP
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As Low As...

Carey

Reg, $599,95—Triple Dresser, Twin $
Mirrors, Door Chest, Regular or
ONLY
Queen Headboard
Reg. $89.95 Matching Nit* Stand $69.95.

Compare at $69.95

Pine or Maple

AS LOW AS

BEAUTIFUL -ECE
SANISH BEDROOM

CHOICE OF ...
BLACK OR GOLD
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By LOUIS MARTIN
Half in fun and half seriously,
it is frequently said that if little
Mickey Mouse were slated as a candidate for office by the Democratic
organization in Chicago, his chances
of winning would be excellent
Some will argue too that Mickey Mouse might make a better official than some of those now in office.
When it comes to explaining
the political behavior of black
Americans, everyone has his own
answer and point of view.
It is no secret of course, that economic intimidation, the threat of job layoffs and cutoffs in welfare
have been used in some areas to influence and control
the poor, black and white. The fears of the poor are
real. They vote their fears more often than their
hopes.
This phenomenon is seen in the deep South where
fear of economic reprisals by the white power structtire
has kept blacks away from the ballot box for generations. Indeed, not long ago the fear of being lynched was a factor. Even today it takes courage to
vote in some areas.

•.•
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WE ARE
HAPPY
TO REDEEM
FEDERAL
FOOD.STAMPS

On the local
school scene
HAMILTON WILDCATS
Hey Wildcats: This is Shelia Daughtery Celestine Fisher
bringing you all the latest happenings around the Wildcats Den.
'This week our spotlight is on two of ow most outstanding
clubs on campus. The Ambassalors and The Le June Dames.
These two clubs are made up of some of the most popular
young men and women around the school. They are having
their swum! Ambeissadors Ball on December 27, at the Sheraton Peabody, 2nd floor in the Venetian Room.
The mighty Wildcats defeated Lovejoy with a score of 80
to 70. The score at halftime: Hamilton 40, Lovejoy 30. High
pciet men were Jerome Potts with 25, and Elton Winston with
20 The Wildcats will take on the Lester Lions at Hamilton
next.
Some of the coolest young men and women around Hamilton are: Charles Nelson, Daniel Boga, Reginal Estreg, Candy
Mays, Wanda Robinson. Leshawn Smith, Michael Ransom,
Robert Harris, Pat Mickens, Jerome Potts, Kim Bridges,
Alma Black, Vicki Newson, Phyllis Jackson, Earline Kirkland, Michael Jackson, Eric Harris, Brenda Freeman, Keith
Bridges, George (TB) Wilson, Joan Udell, Mr. Keith Simpson,
Hilda Chambers, Ronald Smith, Peggy West, Warren Chambers, Brenda Bandridge, Ars:is Clark, Mardine Rodgers, Judy
Nelson. Larry Evans Rito Boykin, Ronald Jackson, Johnnie
Langston, Travis may& Andrea Morrow, Gregory Butler,
Debb:e Johnson and Marcellous Freeman
Our popularity roll consists of some our most sociable and
well known young men and women around Hamilton.

TOP COUPLES
1. Dwight Bogs and Wanda Robinson
Drowning in a Sea of Love
2 Robert Small and Glenda Waddell
I'm Not Afraid Of Love

A e, PSV'EET

POTATOES

3. Eric Harris and Vanessa Mays
Let's Stay Together

SPARE RIBS

3 180Z.CANS

Disney empire head dies
0. Disney, whose beBURBANK, Calif — (UPI) — Roy
an entertainment empire
built
acumen
business
hind-the-scenes
anifor drawing lovable talking
on his brother Walt's talent
come true, died late Monday
draarns
innocent
mals and making
4,1
night. He was
hemOralsage that took
'deep was a cerebral
The caun
11:45 p.m. T'ST (2:45 kin
at
life
a
eiebetifissi
pioneer
the
,11.14', is Disney studio spokesman an
phi'
EST) at St
nounced.
Disney entertainment empire, and
Roy D'sney inherieethefollowing
the death of Walt Disney
was its chief meeing spiritdfleal
till was cha,rman of the
from cancer in 1988. His
officer.
board and chief executive
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with each offer,'The selected
plans and specifications and commitment of mortgage financing for
construction prior to conveyance of the pro petty, and construction
must begin within 30 days thereafter, unless specific provision is
made to the contrary. Selection of redevelopers will be by negotiadetion on a basis of price offered, type and quality of proposed
velopment and redeveloper, and the overall effect and benefit of the
proposed development to the project. Memphis Housing Authority
reserves the right to reject any and all proposals and to waive any
reinformality in the proposal and selection procedure. Prospective
at
developers are urged to inspect the redevelopment documents
Monday
700 Adams Avenue between 8:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M.
through Friday.
The developer and his contractors must abide by all Federal
must
Equal Employment Opportunity Laws. Further, a statemNit
be provided in which the developer agrees for itself, its successors
d
and assigns that during construction and thereafter the developeran
the 'ale
its successors and assignt shall include in all advertising for
Or rental of the property a statement to the affect that (a) the propthe basis of
erty is open to all persons without discrimination on
race, color, religion, sex or national origin, and that (b) there shall
to the
be no discrimination in public access and use of the property
extent that it is open to the public,

594

MALL LB.

As one political scientist puts it, the trouble with
people is that they have to eat.
5. Clarence Evans and Connice Richmond
There is an old West Indian saying that "empty
Got to Be There
belly will make monkey eat red pepper."
IL Kelvin Willis and Debbie Johnson
You're My Everything and Everything is You
It is interesting to note that in 1932 despite the
d
supporte
voted
who
depression, most of the blacks
7. Ronald Sanders and Debra Harrison
Family Affair
Herbert Hoover and the GOP. They were wedded to
the Republican Party. They turned Abraham Lincoln's S. Tyrone King and Catherine Smith
Understanding Better
picture to the wall, however, in 1936, to support the
New Deal Democrats who came up with WPA and
9. Samuel Johnson and Donna Lester
We're Geing to Conquer Love Together
all kinds of public work jobs.
a
much
so
not
was
ts
Democra
the
to
switch
The
10. Jerome Carr and 'Celestine Fisher
If I could Say What's On My Mind
civil rights decision as an economic one. Indeed, some
ests,
around Hamilton;
Democra
were
politics
in
racists
worst
of the
Before we leave: From all the Wildcats
yours a Very Merry Christmas And A'
pecially in the South. No Negro over 40 will ever for- High we wish you and
Happy New Year. . Later. .
get Mississippi's Senator Bilbo.
Today, however, we are entering a new era. The
s
black revolt of the sixties, growing black awarenes
LAND FOR SALE
dimennew
give
to
begun
have
pride
black
and the new
IN THE BEALE STREET
sions to the black political picture.
The hunger for dignity and respect is becoming
URBAN RENEWAL Allgia
almost as acute as the hunger for bread and butter.
This is especially true of the young.
PROJECT NO.TENN. R-'77
The political bosses who have so skillfully exploited
the fears of the poor blacks for so long, who have intimidated and coerced impoverished minorities in thei
PIPON
S TREE
South and the North, will have to reckon with the
people.
s
powerles
94'
growing pride of the so-called
To achieve true political freedom, however, our
leadership has got to concern itself with black poverty.
You cannot divorce political behavior from our
r- s
bread and butter concerns and fears. The greater the
poverty, the greater the fear.
—4
Some critics are quick to conclude that black votpolitical
by
nose
the
by
led
be
can
and
stupid
are
ers
con men. This is an inadequate analysis and insulting
91'
d
besides. To say that most of us are still dominate
would
STREET
MAIN
by our fears, and they are largely economic,
truth.
the
nearer
be much
James Meredith showed that he understood this.
Redevelopment Proposals will be accepted until 10:00 A.M.,
issue when he was asked by the press a few years
Central Standard Time, January 19, 1972, for the purchase and
ut
througho
march
ago why he war taking that lonely
redevelopment of 2 parcel*, of land in the Beale Street Urban
Renewal Ares, Project No. Tenn. 1&-77.
Mississippi. He said he was doing it to fight fear.
when
Parcel 8-1 has approximately 11,983 square tett with a minims
Martin Luther King understood the issue also
•
price of 112.50 per square foot for commercial reuse;
acceptable
in
Memphis
fighting
earth
on
hours
he spent his final
parcel 8.3 has approximately 9,100 square feet with a minimum
workers.
for the economic advancement of garbage
acceptable price of $5.50 per square foot for commercial reuse.
Areas are subject to final survey.
Both understood the elements that undergird true
A 10 per cent deposit of the price offered must accompany
freedom.
each proposal in the form of a certified or cashier's check paywhen
hand
at
close
is
day
I believe that the
able to Memphis Housing Authority. Deposits will be refunded
promptly if the offer is not accepted. A line drawing and apblacks will not vote for Mickey Mouse in Chicago,
proximate cost of the proposed development also must be furnished
or anywhere else, no matter who says we must.
redeveloper must agree to furnish final

kits.
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4. Leon Smith and Carolyn Williams
My Baby Love

Robert H. Quinn said
BOSTON — (UPI) — State Atty. Gen.
of two Ecology Kits
he will seek an immediate halt to the sale
which he said may be hazardous to children.
produced by Urban S y sQuinn said he regarded the kits,
and would seek an "imtems, Inc., as "extremely hazardous"
Massachusetts.
in
sale
their
on
embargo"
mediate
Alfred Frechette said
State Commissioner of Public Health
distribution until big agency
he directed the firm to d'scontinue
chemicals contained in the
could determ:ne the composition of

Dec. 25

MARVEL SALTINES

Barry Wiggins, Mildren Flowers, Jerome Potts. Victor
Poag, Maurice Young Debra Harrison, Carolyn Williams Vontyna Noel, Lolita Noel, Charles Nelson, Robert Small, Carl
Clay. Clarence Evans. Candy Patterson, Marilyn Jackson,
Bonitta Smith, Pamela Alexander. Sharon Jones, Kenneth Surgeon, Jackie Mosby and many others.

Ecology kits sale is halted

PricesGood Thru

1 13 BOX

Kathy Harding. Clete Bridges, Jackie Freeman, Rita cofield.

We all hailed the new won independence of many
African states a decade ago. The cry of freedom thrilled blacks everywhere. It was not long before many of
these nations discovered that the colonial powers retained effective economic control no matter who was
elected as President or prime minister.
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Real Estate Broker Inquiries Solicited
For inform/Alen, Contact:
Real Estate Department
Memphis Housing Authority
Post Office Se's 68
700 Adams Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 36101
Telephone 123-7620
'
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My View—

Quick reconciliation

•

needed in SCLC feud
The case of the
disappearing jury...

By DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
RECONCILIATION NEEDED
I wish the feud between the Rev.
Jesse L. Jackson and the Board of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference could have been resolved without
national publicity. I do not know the
facts that brought about the 60-day suspension of Rev. Jackson.

The law of the land must surely be holy. . . For surely
it is knot.; n by all, that "God works in mysterious ways",
and recent actions by the Shelby County Grand-Jury are more
than just plain "mysterious". Was it all a well acted play with
the citizens as the audience? Or was it just that the time
ran out. . . Just in the nick of time?

The article I read in -The Chicago
Daily News" quoted the Rev. Ralph Davici Abernathy tn saying that "Operation
Breadbasket had over stepped its authority in setting up the Black Expo
Foundation, organized in September,
1970 and the Black Expo Inc.. incorporated last September 14."

When persons are chosen to the Grand Jury. they are
thoroughly briefed as to their functions as well as their term
of duty. Before the Elton Hayes murder was added to their
agenda. they knew quite well that would be their last working
day in the performance of their duty.

I 'hope this statement reveals all
there is to it. If so the temporarily suspension will resolve the conflict and no
harm will befall SCLC and none will befall Operation Breadbasket. SCLC has
done and is doing a much needed job
in the area of black-white relations.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson from what I
have heard has been very successful in
his operations as the economic arm of
the SCLC. We need all the help we
can get in improving the lot of Blacks.

Why in the name of all that is miraculous, did they choose
to open another chapter in the long wide, deep and muddy
river of police abuse? It should have been obvious to them
that no final action would be taken. The time was too short.
If their intentions had been honorable, it would seem the
possibility of listening to a lot of rhetoric concerning police
brutality and abuse, without being able to clear up at least
one of these complaints. would have been rejected before they
were begun.

The SCLC has its work to do. The
Urban League has its work cut out for
it. The NAACP and the UNCF have
areas of work that must be done. Feud.
ing among themselves will hardly.belp
and feuding within the SCLC can only
weaken the organization.

The news media did their job in informing the public that
the proceedings had begun. Naturally. people in the Black community built up false hope, and were again disappointed when
the Grand Jury announced there were no indictments, to
be made after nearly a week of examining complaints and listening to witnesses.

The statement Rev. Jackson made
alter the suspension was a good one. It

It appears as though the jury had no intentions in the beginning of satisfying the Black community with the arrests and
formal charges against the "Legal perpatrators" of a law and
order (without justice) society.

no sueprising last week
/
It was2
when a gr p of interested black
Memphis itizens went to le g al
authorities to inquire about t h e
federal grand jury's action concerning local police. The black
group wanted to know what was
happening. They could not obtain
sufficient information from t h e
news reports.
The one spokesman for t h e
group who had the opportunity to
talk with one of the federal legal
officers involved in the case, left
saying he still did;not know what
the grand jury investigation of the
police, on the matter of'brutality,
was all about.
But as observed, it is Aral
that Black Memphians want to
know the inside of such an investigation. The past relationship between the Black community and
the police lends itself to such
curiosity. Basically, t h e Black
citizen simply wants td know if the
Federal grand jury questioning of
police about alleged brutality
means something for the better or
worse for them. Here's hoping it
does mean for the better. . . for
improved relations.
BLACK XMAS
For the past several years, at
the Christmas Season, some determined Black militants have loudly
and persistently urged their Black
brothers to observe a "Black instead of a White Christmas." What
they were adyocaling was a boycott by Blacks against seasonal
buying at downtown stores a n d
shopping centers.
The suggestion was for Blacks
to institute a movement that would
lead thn majority segment of the
population to pay more at'ention
to and do something about t h e
Black protest and Black griev.
ances.

Pass the buck is the name of the game. The Justice Department also may have started the charade. Any number of
administrative offices may have initiated the hoax. Just who is
guilty of asking such a task is something to ponder.
With the point of the Black community shining a national
spotlight on the Memphis police department for its "questionable" practices in dealing with Black citizens, why shouldn't
the blame for "negative results" be shifted to a retiring body
of citizens?
They cannot be blamed because their tenure is up.
Meanwhile, the Black community must wait. The job is
still there. ;the foe is still the same. Only the date and the
faces have changed.
What the Black community needs to do now is continue to
fight against the injustices. Eventually justice will prevail.

Secret memo to HEW
Government departments are still engaged in practices
which give rise to suspicion as to their honesty and mission in
dealing with matters with which public interest is interlaced.
A secret memorandtqb showed that Administration officials were
telling Congress they had made no decision on closing a group
of federal hospitals even as they transfer two of them to local
control.
The memo — to Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
Elliot L. Richardson — from HEW Assistant Secretary and'
Comptroller James B. Cardwell, recommended telling Congress
as little "as we can get away with." Richardson apparently
followed Cardwell's advice. For his letter to key Congressmen
said only that HEW still did not have enough information to
make a final decision on closing the eight Public Health Service
hospitals across the country.
In his memo, however, Cardwell recommended that decisions to transfer the Public Health Service hospitals in Boston
.
and San Francisco to local control be made "this year .
of
elements
key
with
discussions
detailed
further
any
prior to
the Congress."
The memorandum was released by Rep. Paul G. Rogers,
chairman of the House Health Subcommittee, who has opposed
transfer of the hospitals from federal control. This obvious
policy of withholding information in an attempt to keep Congress
legisfrom acting is the most arrogant form of contempt for the
lative branch of government.

,

•

Both Ralph Abernathy and Jesse
Jackson are admirers of Martin I.uther
King, Jr. and both expound his doctrine of non-violence. They do not differ
in philosophy and this should help them
in move forward together and do the
work that is so badly needed to improve
the economic plight of black folks.
It is my hope that the suspension
for 60 days with pay means just that
and that will be the end of it. It will
take willingness and determination on
both sides to let the past be the past
and go forward with the business at
hand. If one side is willing to forget the
rift and the other side is not, reconciliation will not be possible.
Human nature being what it is, this
will not be easy. What is good for the
SCLC and what is best for black people
should be the over ridirig consideration
in this controversy. Rev. Abernathy,
Rev. Jackson and Rev. Lowery. chairman of the Board of SCLC, are reasonable men so we are hopeful that things
will work out all right. There will be
much to gain if the feud is settled and
much to lose if there is a split in SCLC

Point of View

On the other hand, it is quite possible. that the Grand Jury
is not alone in blame for such a crude joke. Even such a body
as the grand jury must take orders. It is within the powers of
the attorney general to ask the inquirers to meet.

4444:

was conciliatory and people I heard
comment on his statement thought it
was a helpful statement. And this should
go a long way toward healing the
breach. I did not have time to talk with
many people during my brief stay in
Chicago. but several expressed the view
that Jesse Jackson was doing a good
job with Operation Breadbasket.

•
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Not as much energy is being
expended in this Black Xmas boycott direction this year. And maybe that is as it should be. It must
not be forgotten that boycotts are
two-edged swords that cut in both
directions. Boycotts hurt the ones
against whom they are leveled and
the ones who do the leveling.
From this point of view, boycotts are extreme measures, which
should be used only under extreme
conditions . . and with extreme
caution.
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
This is Christmas Day, 1971 in
the black American community as
well as the white. Attention is deliberately called to Christmas Day
in the Black community. A brief
fttnnce back into history will show
why.
On Christmas Day during the
days of slavery, the Black slaves,
particularly the field hands, were
encouraged to drink copious quantities of whiskey and other alcoholic beverages. The slave masters
felt that during the few short days
slaves had from the drudgery of
their labors the slaves should be
allowed. . . Even encouraged, to
get drunk.
The masters had method in
'heir benevolence. With time on
his hands, a sober slave could
think. . . Think about his condition.
A drunk slave could not think. He'd
just get drunk and laugh louder
after waking up from a drunken
stupor to holler stupidly, "g ris
'mus' gif'. . . And take another
swig of liquor. Some few of the
slaves had sense enough to s e e
what the masters were doing and
wouldn't get drunk . . . Even if
they acted as if they were.
Maybe that bit of Black history
will help some listening Black
have a Merry Christmas.
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"Count us in" was the specific
edict from the Caucus of Black Elected
Officials to the Congressional Black
Caucus of Members of the House last
week as they met in Hawaii during the
National League of Cities Conference.
The reference was to preparations for
the black political convention planned
for the Spring of 1972.
Since the Congressional Black Caucus is composed of Democrats and the
Elected Officials include Democrats
and Republicans, it means that the mandate for the Black Political Convention
is to cover the whole political spectrum.
Chairman of the larger organization of
local officials is Mayor Robert Blackwell of Highland Park, Mich. who is
Republican.
While in Honolulu. his group concentrated on getting more blacks put on the
policy-making spots in the League of
Cities. Elected to the executive council
were Mayor Richard Hatcher, Gary;
1,os Angeles City Councilman Tom
Bradley; Elijah Perry, President City
Council, Camden, N. J., and Mayor
Blackwell.
Working closely with NBCLEO was
the Joint Center for Political Studies
which conducted a workshop of "Securing Resources to Increase City Staff
Capacity." This was a guide to federal
programs through which resources can
be secured to aid in financing and building critical staff capacity.
Hatcher succeeds Blackwell as the
new chairman of the Elected Officials
and the members of the Steering Committee include John Nettles, Councilman
Vancouver. Washington; Terry Francois, County Supervisor. San Francisco;
Floyd Petri e. Councilman, Colorado
Springs; Robert Catdwell, Mayor Salina, Kan.; Nicholas Hood, Councilman,
Detroit: George Phipps, Councilman
Oak Ridge. Tenn. and Joseph Jordan.
Councilman. Norfolk, Va.
EXITS AND UPSETS
Rev. Walter E. Fauntroy. the D. C.
Congressman was so upset at the news
of the resignation of Rev. Jesse Jackson
from Operation Breadbasket he had to
excuse himself from a very important
meeting. Fauntroy is a member or the
executive board of SCLC and was a
trusted friend and aide of Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. Himself, a minister,
New Bethel Baptist Church) Fauntroy
of the 1963
W8S the local coordinator
March on Washington.
Like Jackson, he is young and carries a strong following. The two are
very close: yet Fauntroy has respected
the Rev. Ralph Abernathy who took
over SCLC on King's death. I.ast week,
Fauntroy sat in his church office, shaking his head and wringing his hands
over the break between Abernathy and
Jackson. "It was silly of Ralph. He
should have known better." he said over
and over again, almost to himself.
To him, it was a rupture in the
and
philosophical heritage left b3•;King
7
he was seeking ways to heal the breach
. .the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights was distressed at the failure last
week of the two black members of the
House from Illinois, Congressman Ralph

Metcalfe and Congressman George Cia..
row
lins to be present for the important
call vote on funding the Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0),
Both were in Chicago attending the
Democratic Party slate-making session
Angered over the U. S. position on lift
ing sanctions against Rhodesia in the
UN, Congressman Charles C. Diggs Jr.
who is a U. S. delegate to the current
General Assembly of that body, walked
out of the session, serving notice that he
would not be a party to the action. He
sent telegrams to Secretary of State
William Rogers and President Nixon
stating his convictions on the matter and
saying that in the future he wished to be
consulted in front on matters of major
importance in the UN and what the U. S.
decision would be.
Captain Curtis Smothers has been
picked to, succeed I,. Howard Bennett as
Directorate for Equal Opportunity (Military) in the Manpower and Reserve
Affairs Division of the Department of
Defense. Captain Smothers may be remembered as the lone black serving with,
the Judge Advocate n-eneral's Office
in Germany. After he testified that
blacks in the service were being court'
martialed more often and drawing stiffer penalties, he was abruptly recalled
by the Pentagon and assigned to a noncontroversial position.
A team of black economists met in
Washington last week to draft position
papers in advance of the Conference on
Black Entrepreneurship called by the.
Congressional Black Caucus for Morgan.
State College in Baltimore. January 2729. The chairman is Rep, Parren Mitchell (D. Md.)
Among those meeting at the Sonesta
Hotel were Thaddeus Spratlen, UCLA: ;
Dr, Robert Brown of the Black Economic •
Dr. Edward Irons, Pro.,
Center, N. Y
fessor of Business, Atlanta U.; Tom ,
Todd, Deputy Director Operation Breadbasket, Chicago; Dr. Marcus Alexis.;
Theodore Adams, National Manufactur..
ers' Association; Robert Hobson, National Urban Coalition and representatives
from Southern Cooperatives. Sitting in
with the group Was Ossie Davis whose
speech to the Black Caucus dinner last
June set the whole tone for the Black
Agenda.
ODDS AND ENDS
Friends of Robert Brown, Special
Assistant to the President. are planning
a Jan. 30 testimonial for him in Washington. Speculation is that Brown will
he on leave to campaign for the President next year. . .Mrs. Velma M. Strode.
former Senior Community Relations.
Specialist in- the Community Relations
Service at the Justice Department. has
been appointed Equal Employment Op
portunity Officer for the Labor Department, it was announced by Labor Secretary James Hodgson. At GS-16, s h e
will he the highest ranking career woman employee. Mrs. Strode was interviewed for the post by the management interns in the department who picked her"
from among 33 candidates for the job..
She has been promised a staff of 15 to
carry on her program. . .

Being Frank

Rights for individuals
a 'no' no' with Rehnquist
By FRANK L. STANLEY

By the time this appears in print,
the Senate will doubtless confirm the
nomination of William H. Rehnquist to
the U. S. Supreme Court. In short, there
is hardly anything we little people can
..r to stop it. Mr. Rehnqu'st has
do furth,
been opposed by considerable organizations, but he has not only the backing of
the Nixon Administration and the s u p
port of Republican Senators but consIderable credentials that sufficiently appeal to most of those who have any legal
authority in determining his fitness.
But for this reporter — and millions
like me — I am sorely disappointed over
Mr.iRehnquist's elevation to the court.
I realize that in making this statement
it closes the door on any chance for
growth on the part of the nominee and
that there will be those who point out
that at the time Justice Black Wa, cho-en for the court many of us opposed ii;•
nomination, because of his alleged membership in the Ku Klux Klan. We thought
at that time that he was a segregation'st. However, his period of service on the
tribunal proved him to be among our
great justices and certainly a true liberal.
However, it does not necessarily
follow that all who unwittingly or intenticrially have ident fled- themselw.s with
racist groups in the:r earlier years will
in due t.me change their viewpoint to.
ward American blacks and become liberals.
The record shows, however, that
there is sufficient evidence against Mr.
Rehnquist to have prevented his confirmation. The Leadership Conference On
Civil Rights has Just circulated a pamphlet in which John P. Frank, a noted expert on the Constitutiqn and the Cour,
and a friend of Mr. RAnquist's in Plioe
,
nix, Arizona, observes:!
"He (Rehnquist) will represent the
Goldwater view on the Supreme Court.
Bill has been an intellectual force for

reaction. I do not believe he will p u t
manacles back on the slaves, but I'm
sure from his point of view it will be

A11,01•-•••-••••••••• 4/.-1•-•.../•••••,,,,

more than a pause . . . there will he
backward movement.
"In terms of race relations I would
expect him to he retrograde. He honestly doesn't believe in civil rights and will
oppose them.
"On criminal matters he will be a
supporter of police methods in the extreme. On, free speech, Bill will be restrictive. On loyalty programs, McCarthyism, he'll be 100 per cent in favor."
•
Mr. Frank believes that in spite of
this Mr. Rehnquist should be confirmed
to the Supreme Court even though he •
feels "it is a deplorable appointment."
Let's take a look at some of the
negative aspects of his public record. In ,
1964 when Phoenix was about to pass a
pubic accommodations law some f i
months after the United States House of
Representatives had passed by aver-whelming vote a civil rights law with is'
public accommodations sector almost
identical to the one Phoenix was cons.d—
ering. Mr. Rehnquist called the hoenix:
proposal, "an assault on the institution
(of private pronerty)." The l' n it e . •
council went on to pass the ordinance
unan:mously.
However, still dissatisfied, Mr. Rehnquint wrote a letter to the editor of the—
Arizona Republic ea which he stated,
that the ordinance summarily does way
with the historic right of the owner of a
drug store, lunch counter, or theatre ...choose his own customers. "By a wave:.
of the legislative wand, hitherto private
businesses are made public facilities,
which are open to all persons, regardless
of the owner's wishes."
He further wrote, •"It is, I believe,
impossible to justify the sacrifice of even
a portion of our historic indiv!cleal freedom for i purpose such as this."
Three years later in 1967 when there,.
was an effort to desegregate the Phoe-,,,
nix schools, Mr. Rehnquist again wrote.
his local newspaper taking issue with the:,.
efforts by saying, We are no m o r
dedicated to an integrated society than
we are to A segregated society."
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Black America Which Way Now?
-The title of this article refers back to a local
television program this week, featuring local Blacks
and a. Black visitor, Dr. Eric Lincoln. The title of this
article and the television program are essentially the
tame. The need to raise the question of Black America
Nhic:1,1 Way Now?" obviously indicates one thing on one
land-and presupposes another thing on the other.
First, it indicates that a people is lost; second the
Presupposition is that the lost people have a commuiityn„.,a "we". It is understandable that the Black
;kinned people are lost on their journey. The lost
31ack skinned people happen to be lost Africans, in
he United States.
This lost African calls himself a Negro. This is
Nhy, he is lost. This lost Negro had foreparents
silo -were African. In order to make those Africans
;laves the white man had to destroy their thinking
process, their self concept and self respect which converted the Africans to someone else, a Negro standing
lost ih an arena of institutionalized fear. In breaking
lie 'African from his self concept and self respect,
!he slave master, at the same time, broke the "we"
if the Africans, broke his community. Consequently,
Negroes cannot think and they certainly cannot communicate in essence with each other. They fear every!hing and everybody. Lost in this lack of communica.ion was equality, responsibility, and mutual trust.

in

Miss LaVerne Walls of
1473 Pinecreet Drive, a senior at LeMoyne-Owen is
the Amer of the college's
annual 'Miss UNCF contest.

Other contestants reporting
were Miss Oretha Torrance
$489; Miss Jacquelyn John
son, $485.23; Miss Elizabeil
Collins, $291.25; Miss Char
lene Tinsley, $240.45; Missl
Ethel Faulkner, $200.30, andi
Miss Ellen Harvey, $175.
Total amount raised by the
contestants for the campaign
was $4,170.59.
. • •

fraying had his community broken and his natural
scouts and leaders killed, this new creature, the
Negro, had to rely on his master to lead him around,
drawn to the white man by magnetic forces of strength.

Guard Felix Hurth of Chicago and forward Charles
Edge of Detroit will lead the
attack for the Magicians.

The master led this Negro through all the cotton
fields- of the nation, led him away from his woman
and Children, raped his mother & sister and dared him
to look. When the master got through with this Negro
in the, cotton fields, he led him through the 13, 14, and
15 amendments into the back door of the factories and
good job".
told him this was economic progress The master told this Negro he was "civil"., not
human, and led him through the thickets trying to
find a civil rights trail? Nobody else in the country or
world had ever heard about such a trail. Both were
new, the Negro and the civil rights angle.
Negro America which Way Now? A jump through
loops of slavery. You do not have the ability to think
and your community is broken.
African in America which Way Now? Think! We
have a home base in Africa and our community has
been stripped of the following ingredients of the same
root words:
(1) Commonsense means "good judgment".
(2) Corm means "to move towards".
(3) ,iimmingle means "to blend".
(4) Communal means "to share together".
(5) communication means ''to impart knowledge".
(6) Commerce means "to interchange merchandise".
(7) Common means "equal belonging."
(8) Community means "common body of people".
(9) Commence means'"come into existence".
judgment ge -Africans in America,it makes good
- to
together
share
to
blend
to move towards - to
- to
merchandise
interchange
to
knowledge
impart
Black
of
body
a
have
to
get an equal belonging people - to come into existence.

CSU dean advise
on drug abuse
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drug
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Department Stores'
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stliese
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1

BIG DISCOUNTS ON HIS
FAVORITE FRAGRANCES!

Other tearns in the tourney
are Prairie View. Virginia
Union, Texas Southern, Fisk,
Winston-Salem and Lincoln
of Pennsylvania.

English
teathef

)811-RIUT

LeMoyne-Owem, n ow 3-1
in seasonal play, will take
on its first conference foe.
CBC, on January 3, at CBC
Both are members of the
Volunteer S t a te Athletic
Conference.
I. • •
RELEASE BOOK
Two Memphis professors —
one at LeMoyne-Owen College and the other at University of Tennessee Medical
Units — have just authored
a book.
The book is entitled, "Regulation of Fluid and Electrolyte Balance," a "programed instruction in physiology for nurses."
The authors are Dr. Vi ncent F. Sheppard, associate
professor of education at LeMoyne-Owen, and Gretchen
Mayo Reed, a member of the;
department 0 f a natomy,
physiology and biophysics
at the University, of Tennessee Medical Units.
The book is described a."Perfect for the nursing
student as well as the nurse
currently working."
It also is recommended to
the nursing instructor as "a
course supplement to help
students understand fluids
and electrolytes with a minimum of classroom instruction."
•
REVISED

•

3

$5

WOOLCO

WOOLCO $
DISCOUNT
PRICE!

DISCO UNT
PRICE!

ENGLISH LEATHER

GREAT BRUT

ALL PURPOSE LOTION

GIFT SET
Includes 2 oz. Spray Deodorant, 2 oz.
lotion & 2 oz. Creme Shave. Great for the
traveling man.

Use it for any occasion. Manly fragrance
that lasts all day. 4 oz. 64-xe.

•

SEMESTER

LeMoyne-Owen C o liege's
revised second semester
promises an early commencement next spring.
The 1972 commencement
is now scheduled for May 15.
with baccalaureate on May
14. The college's annual
meeting has been re-schedul•
ed for May 13.
LeMoyne-Owen commencements in past years have
been conducted during the
latter part of May or early

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.

$6

2.50

4.97
WESTAFTER SHAVE
GIFT SET

ENGLISH LEATHER

Includes 4 oz. bottle After
Shave and 4 oz. finely scented
talc.

The great gift idea in the
redwood. box. At Woolco
Discount prices. 4 oz.

will meet with the governor
Ohio —
to organize and receive the
Flowers.
E.
Charles
Dr.
report of an interim council
dean of students at Central
named
on d r ug abuse
State University, has been
493 S. Main St.
earlier. Dr. Kenneth' M.
appointed by; Gov. John .1.
Gayer. director-designate of
Gilligan to eerve on a 22the Department of Mental
metther aavefory council on
Hygiene a n d Correction,
drag abuse in Ohio.
will serve as chairman of
BANt' REPOS
In announcing the appointnew council.
the
said
ment, Gov. Gilligan
U WOO( U RIDEproblem
resources
Gilligan said the
drug abuse is a
which has been 'erodfrite the
of the state to combat drug '69 Mustang, V-8, auto 414110
this
of
$480
abuse can be applied fully '66 Galaxie 500 H.T.
human resources
$680
at an accelerated
only when they are coordi- 68 Montego, Stick. H.T...$1380
state
'68 Camaro, auto
through
directed
and
nated
rat@""
$1880
Camaro, auto
'69
$3420
an established pelicy toa'ard 1§,9 siiyitfit
Dr. Flew/Mt.aegreduate ef
981.22
,eo Chevrolet
Lincoln gitivaleitti,i,,barned
a definite set Of goels. "
$580
Loaded
'68
masteel" degree 'at
his
$1980
The problem is particular- '69 GTO, air
Miami untveraity. Sta'Moely acute, he said, among
torate, in guidlleeet, chtmcil. :
young people. The teenage
tOrsOnnet
liM MCDONA1D
Mg' and student •
rant! ' drug problem is it "ttagedy
MOTOR CO
administration. I s
proportions," he
immense
of
•
,
Columbia University.
WILBERFORCE,

also will "make room for
a .general liberalizing curcolontencemegt will be May!' trilere during the fall and
spring semesters."
15, 1972."
ART EXHIBIT
"The interim semester has
LeMoyne-Owen College
been' dropped, not because
was the scene of
week
last
the faculty believes it is not
an art exhibit put together
good ideally, but because it
by members of the Walker
seemed impractical for LeAventle Boys' Club.
Moyne-Owen College."
The exhibit was on view in
Dean Gilbert explained
the Alumni Room of the
that the new policy adopted
Hollis le Price Library.
by the college will =tile
Miss Mary Edna Jones
students "to reach the sumand Miss Delores Hudson of
mer job market sooner" and
the Community Organizing
allow time possibly for two
Group assisted the boys in
summer sessions,
getting the exhibit together.
lie said the new policy

3-6, the calendar- Is shortened only two weeks. Thus

74e Ned Seuet.C4 94€4tea Deactuaet

FLYING MAGICIANS

LeMoyne-Owen will open
the tournament, going
against Johnson C. Smith of
Charlotte, N. C. at 2 p. m. on
December 27.

Interim session, Dr. James
Gilbert. academic dean of
the college, said:
"The general faculty voted ,to discontinue the 4-1-4
program at I,eMoyne-Owen
College. This means that the
three-week interim has been
dropped in the academic
calendar of the college."
"With streamlined registration and the discontinuance
of the interim semester the
calendar will be abbreviated
by more than three weeks.
This school year. however,
because of a week's workshop for faculty, January

rr----14-11 iz,;;;7111L_

The Magicians of LeMoyne
Owen College fly to Chicago
on December 26 to engage in
the 8-team Seventh Annual
Chicago Christmas Basketball Classic The tournament
is scheduled for December
27-29 and will be played in
the International Amphitheatre.

This new creation, the Negro, was void of that
which makes a human - hope, ambition, responsibility,
and -will. This new thing, the Negro, has been taught
Li!) hate his home Africa, his Black skin, and anything
tat js all Black. He feels insecure unless he is given
Ihe OK nod from what he loves, his white -master.
Nmong other things, the white master taught this
Negro' to measure his social standing and success by
how close he could get to the master's back door.

Being drawn as if by a magnet, this Negro adopted
all the symbols of the, conqueror. He began to try to
imitate the white man and to dress like his new leader,
like a dog follows its master. He proudly displays
Santa Claus, the eagle, the flag, the suit and tie, and
drinks whiskey all through the Christmas season celebrating the white master's god and his master's economic progress of the past year.

this three-week period and
Were 'permitted to study or
reeelecb subjepts that proved of major' interest to them.
W lee n LeMoyne - Owen
launched the interim session, it also set an earlier
bpening date for the first
semester. This early opening will continue.
Registraion for the second
semester will take place
January 7 following an institutional self-study workshop tor all faculty mem
bers. January 3-6.
In explaining the reasons
for discontinuing the

June.

The ealetelar change at
the colter is the result of
a recent decision by faculty
members to discontinue the
4-1-4 program which providMiss Walla reported $900.ed two four-month is,emesters
86 in the current campaign
with a three-week interim
for the United Negro College
s e asi o n between the two
Fund.
regular semesters.
'Me interim session was a
She will represent the colJanuray feature started
lege in the National Miss
three years ago to enable
UNCF Pageant scheduled for
students to do special study
Philadelphia in February
and research under super1972.
vision of faculty members.
Two other contestants, who
The students, in most cases,
reported over $650 in the
were on their own during
drive, will also be given'-expense-paid trips to Philade lphi a. They are lifies
Jenise A. Cumby of 849 Wellington, a sophomore, the
first runnerup with $705, and
Miss Eula D. Burchfield of
686 Inez, the second runnerup
with $683.50.

$4

FABERGE WEST
SOAP BARS

FABERGE WEST
SOOTHER

197

WOOLCO EASTOATE
5100 Park Ave.

ror the active, dynamic
Individual.4 oz. bottle.

action
man's shower. 3 Bars to
the package.
Perfect

fur

the

WOOLCO SOUTHGATE
1833 So. Third St.

STORE HOURS: 930 A.M. - 10

He'll love it & you'll love the
savings. Includes 2 oz. After
Shave & Cologne.

Great English Leather scent,
includes 4 oz. After Shave
& 4 oz. Cologne.

297

Includes 207. Lim.
After Shave, 2 oz. -AB
Purpose Lotion & 201.
Timberline Cologne.

"eimfg:

"DAILY DOUBLE
GIFT SET

AFTER SHAVE

"WINNERS CIRCLE"
GIFT SET

$3
-BEST BET
GIFT SET

P.M DAILY,()PEN

FABERGE WES1
LOTION

497
an invigorating
heeling that lasts.•oz.

WOOLCO GATEWAY
3230Jackson Ave.
surAuny ,-,
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How Black Women got into airlines
the study says it could rind
evidence or only three black
stewardesses in the air by

While airlines still select
stewardesses with a great
deal of care, racial barriers
are rapidly falling throughout the airline industry. But
though many are called. few.
are chosen, regardless of
color. A major airline, for
example, hires less than 10
percent of the total number
who apply.
These are among the findings about airline stewardesses which appear in an
article in the Deeember
issue of the U. S. Department of Labor's -Manpower" magazine.
The first black stewardess
employed in the industry
was brought abroad by Mohawk Airlines in 1957, according to -The Negro in
the Air Transport Industry,"
study by the Wharton
School of Finance and Cons.
merce. She was Ruth Carol
Taylor of Ness York Citv.

FASHION
FA CTS •
frees SEARS
by J. C. Slims

Your strategy in styles. From the calm classics so the cool
contemporanes. It's a battle that evens man wages with his ward
robe. Thosc important lint impressions s./11 hang by a thread rOln
your tie to topcoat. How you -put-ii all together" IS tile Is

We have mentioned the various styles and Clara, teristics ot them
but we failed to cover the casual look of them. The Contemporary
casuals of today are ,haraetenzed by Norfolk jackets and 2-but,
to,, roll collar sport coats in bold patterns. The slacks are form
fitting in straight lines and cuffless bottoms. For easy elegance
Italian knits, sweater shirts and pullovers are very smart. Individual!
red suede and leather treatments accompanied by mohair and silk
blend and, of course lint slacks are really in.

De-Tile

this

1960.

Federal artion speeded
things up. A presidentia!
Executive Order of 1961.
"introduced the concept of
affirmative action into the
field of equal employment
opportunity." Six of the
major airlines came un
with "Plans for Progress"
which involved a commitment to hire minorities. The
final capper was the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 whili
prohibited racial discrimination in hiring.
Figures compiled by the
Federal Aviatien Agency's
Office of Civil Rights show'
that by March, 1971, nf the
34.807 stewardesses emnloyed by the 34 larezst
representing well over 90
percent of the industry, 2.185
or 6.3 percent were minorit,
.1 mong
representatives.
these, 985 were black.

hreakthromr,h.
slow that

"Airline Management
feared that the traveling
public would not accept
black stewardesses, a fear
which has proved totally unwarranted," according to the
study. "Their acceptance
has been extremely good,
'sills few or no racially directed complaints from pas.
sengers. The experience of
the airlines has been that
these young ladies do as
good a job as the average
white girl hired from the
normal sources."
'Int while black stewardesses have had little trouble
with passengers, they have
received some flack :".rom
management, the Manpower
article states. Two years
ago, an executive at one of
the ,largest carriers tried to
compel a black stewardess
to trim her Afro hairdo by
;ich. When she en
"used she was fired. '1 w:,
a costly error on the part

the airline. The young lady
settled for $5,000 in lost
wages following a hearing
before the 'Illinois Fair Employment Practices Commission and rejected the company's offer to reinstate her,
"It was the old Hollywood
syndrome," said a black
executive of one of the major
airlines. "But there just
aren't that many black folks
that look like white folks."
Now that airlines are permitting black stewardesses to
look black, and rengnizing
that minority groups have
their distinctive characteristics. he added, recruiting is
o'cking cp.
That disadvantaged women
can sometimes make pod
stewardesses has been amply
demonstrated by Betty Patterson Gable. After a series
of low-miyiee jobs in 'deem.
Ga. and Newark. N, J.,
Mrs. Gable joined the .1 ,1)
'orps and trained at the
• vs Ange'es

In addition to the Contemporary. Classic and Traditional Casaal
styles, there is the Forward Trend casuals which features exciting
look that capture the imagination. This style is perhaps the most
exciting one and deserves more detail and attention. Next week
we'll go into this style deeper and bring out some very-interesting
pointers.

Contempora
by

44'

ERMA LEE LAWS

"But sometimes, through the Soul of Man,
slow moving o'er his pain, the moonlight of a
perfect peace floods heart and brain."
Fiona Macleod.
. in Nashville a fortBLACK CAUCUS DINNER
night ago was a tremendous success for black people.
The $100 plate dinner hosted by the 13 U. S. Black
Congressmen and the Tennessee Voters Council drew
Tennesseeans from all over the state. It was pulsating
and a momentous occasion from beginning to end.
Electrifying Television personality, Bill Cosh y,
was the inimitable host for the fantastic show on which
Mrs. Fannie Lou Hamer, guest speaker'for the dinner,
made her singing debut with, "You'd Better Leave
Segregation Alone." This unexpected pleasure brought
the house down. Mrs. Hamer proved herself to be
'tis iss rirird sing;ng about segregation as she is fighting it:
There was a very special tinge of excitement when
the $tax stars gave their performances. The Emotions
and Kim Weston who dedicated "The Impossible
Dream" to the black Congressman and who closed the
show tvith he smashing style in which she renders
"Lift Every Voice And Sing." Stax provided each of
the six hundred guests attending the dinner with copies
of the thought provoking "Respect Yourself" by the
program.StapteSingerc. This song title was the theme of the

Then thoris was the ever soulful Jerry Butler whose
"Only The Strong Survive" brought the comment from
•—• Jororis M Lawson, Jr.. that he has a sermon
. rn fISA Fanto sirbiect and was so inspired by Mr. Butversion. Others making the show fantabulous were
"h,s tsns of $7irio ,
ori Joyce Cebh.
Cor gresNman
ouis Stokes of (460. 14:3,11011
•
fr,r the eatirt thirteen members of the Black
;'
1 . 07 rrt.-orilv oloased with the turn out
e oi.erwheIming moral support
1 -'1:5 of h^ Black Congressmen as well
as financial aid.
Congressman Ron Dellmns of California paid particular tribute to the musicians praising them for their
many songs of protest which help keep the movement
(standing) Mrs. Tyree Campbell, Mrs. Mamie Bridgeforth,
Phi Delta Kappa. Beta Eta Chapter members and their
for freedom ,and equality movingin_an upward beat.
-'071rnela
Mrs, Lillian Crowder. Mrs. !urine 91-- -0.er
guests (14) (seated.) Dr. Charles Lawrence, Mrs. Inn
congre‘sr,an Ralph Metcalfe of Illinois, received
Sanders, Baselrits, Mrs. Eleanor Pgleshy and M. Mabie
Weathers, Dr. Charles Dinkins, Miss ElEtabeth Toles, Dr.
o•:o oodience.
thunderous .'tun-"'eh -tit
-r511 o'er'.
Margaret Morgan Lawrence Mrs. Debora Thompson
". and
4014141,41,4144.41.4P-0,410.41.•4•4041.41.4.../44.400-40.4
'
;n
a
4
Fisk Universi'y after a ve...ir at Yale Unia
a
versity and they're. the in-laws of Avon Williams, Jr.,
a
General Chairman of the dinner: Allan Black, Jr.,
• If You Have Any Trouble What so fitn 4
Memphis Director of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund;
0
•
In Getting Driver licenst
The Most Reverend Joseph A. Durick, Bishop of the
4
0
4
Cat*lic Diocese of Nashville, who came to Memphis
0
4
Some 20 State Directm:
Miss Bla-k Teenage Amer ca many times during these bleak days of the Sanitation
6
6
from across the nation me'
Pageants.
6
•
Strike and the death of Dr. Martin toiler King, Jr.,
.
recent'y in Danvire,
• - -'41
Pre,
'thoo 'hp Honorable Albert Gore, former U. $. Senator
home of the National
4
•
-f
oorl
quarters of Miss Black 1-2,.711A
as usual, most gracinos; Honorahln RAiss 7)aF-s. another
Tr':,nagn Imer'-a Pageants.
age America Pageant, Inc ,
Senator; Mrs. Whittier SengstaAe.
toe.. clime-iced e'aborate former IJ.
to map plans for the 197:
n'ans for the 1972 National who drove up for the dinner with her husband and rillPageant which included Na- dered invaluable, service
toward the success of the
tionv.ide telecasting of the
-Pageant. The Miss Black dinner, and Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr.
Teenage America Pageaut.
Among the Memphis delegation attending the dinis open to young ladies, it ner which was the second given by the Black Caucus
to 17 years old of AfroAmerican descendants, who in the -nation were:.Mrs. Charlene Mallory, President
are judged in competition of the Memphis Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9.30 a.m. 5:30 P.M.(Except Hotidays)
that includes Sportswear. Theta Sorority.; State Representative and City CounEveninewe.ar-Projection ant
(AT COURT
DOWNSTAIRS)527-3619
cilman J. 0. Patterson, Jr., who was given recognition
a talent presentation.
by State Representative Avon Williams during the proPlans were a'so announced
that the '972. National ono gram, the trip gave 'his, Wife, Rose, an opportunity
cant would he a full week to visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Kelly;
affair at a site to be an- Charlie Morris of the Kennedy Democrat Club; Nornounced tater. Young ladies man 0.
Unger, editor of the Tri-State Defender;
Free Xmas gifts with purchase
who den "e to enter may
'.01a.:Pi.'-ioar information by Melvin Robinson, President of the Shelby County
0 human hair wigs
oiritio4. 1 n aid ('harity, Democratic Club, and Special Vice-Chairman for West
'IiTAP INC. 603 Main Tennessee for
the dinner; Deannie Parker, Public Re' -Pet, ')aoville, Va. 24541.
lations Director of Sfax Recording Company; La rr y
Shaw, in charge of creative advertisement and creative direction: Mrs. Pat Casem, Adam Oliphant, and
hand mode wigs —
Forest Hamilton, all froin Stax: Ed Harris, News Director of WTHA: Whittier Sengstacke. Jr., of the Trihand made wigs --- long
State Defender: Irwin Watson of WIII3Q-Channel 13;
The Tss ixteens I aged 12-14
Leamon Hood, Director of AFSCME AFL-CIO, Bill
sponsored a Bowling party
long falls —
95
and presented a basket to a Lucy, from the National Office of AFSCME in Washneedy family for Thanks- ington, D. C.; the Rev. H. Ralph 'Jackson, Mrs. Kengiving, chaperoned by their neth Cox. Dr. George Ciix, Miss Minerva Jane Johnilarge cascades & pastiche —
sponsor, Mrs. Mary Bras- can, chairman ICVE: Councilman-Elect John Fo r d,
well.
State Representative, and Mrs. Harold Ford; Whittier
The Tots (aged 3-6) en- Sengstacke, Sr., and Harvey Lynch, general manager
joyed themselves at a pre- of WLOK.
Hakkoween party given at
Squire Walter L. Rniley. was co-chairman for West
the home of Dr. and sirt.
Booker T. Hodges and also Tennessee and Dr. Edwin Mitchell of Nash ville
feted with a luncheon at the was an honorary chairman.
Howard Johnson Restaurant.
Mrs. Janet Birch, of Nashville, was the vivacious
Their sponsor was Mrs.
shot shag —
chairman of the Host Committee and did, a terrific
Gracie Robiinson.
long shag —
In the 7-11 group, their job! She was sold on Nashville being the'spot to have
sponsor, Mrs. Ann Weathers a Black Caucus dinner after she attended the first one
saw to it that all had a good in D. C. last June. Sent hellos to her Bluff CI t y
afro wigs —
time as they were treated to friends,
Janet and Dr. Lawrence Seymour and Arlie
a movie at LeMoyne-Owen
afro puffs —
(Pair)
and Dr. Andrew "Buddy" Dancy.
college.
See the "New" Capless Wigs
Mrs. Maudelle Miller Shirek of Berkeley, CaliforMrs. Marie ,Pinkston flew
nia.
sene greetings to Mrs. Leola Gammon. Mrs. ShirepreMo.,
to
City,
Kansas
to
sent the .Memoltis Chapter. rek is the Godmother of Congressman Dellums' wife,
ofthe Jack and Jill's, Inc., who answers to the nickname, "Roscoe" and
whose
of America, for the presi;.,
We Honor Bankamericard Master Charge Lay A-VVay
in place of the local presi- warmth and graciousness are contagious.
And then there was Bill Cosby's queenly looking
dent's workday. She west
'dent, Mrs. V- Peace,
See page 14
who was unable to attend.

Cpeitilet
For Sears
Men's Store
Sears (:rosstow n

Beta sorors honor Dr. Lawrence...

NEWMAN A. McCutchen, Jr.
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY
2377 LAMAR AVE.
327-5561
9 A.M. to 8 PM,

,HOME

AUTO

ap Plans For
Black Teens

LEARN TO DRIVE

324-6511

LIFE

Call'
I, Tennessee Driving School
,
BR 5-3600

r• downtown • union ave.• whitehaven
specialists
Jfashion
in sizes 18 to 60
sod 16t4 to 321
/
2

0

W igs by Mon-Claire

14 North Main

* Holiday Specials *

christmas comes
in HER custom size

stretch nylon
panty hose
$2.50

1007

$795

Teens present

Seamless, run resistant
hose with nude heel, extra
width ... knit onto opaque
panty with elasticized
waistline. True beige,
taupe, Hawaiian tan.
Specially sized:

semi _

•1X4'8"-5'2",:35-45 hip)
•2X (5'3"-5'7", 40-50 hip)
•3X (5'8" or over, 40-50
hip)
•4X (50" hip and over)

shop Sunday
1 to 6
4279 Hwy,.51 S.
Only
it

$995
1495
995
£95

orders' please add 754 Mtn*

and Wes lax slaP(oPtAl• ill
•

your

saes.

J STOUT SHOPPE

Expert Styling $ 5°

64I S. MAIN • 527-84311
8 p.m.
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2065
open doily until 530 p.m.
WHITEHAYEN • 4279 HWY. 51 S.• 3984064
won.. 'burs., sot. 'til 9 p.m..— sun. 1 to 6
DOWNTOWN e

open thursday until

,

Food Baskets

*Wash 8( Wear *
$395

gift wrapped FREE

U

$29"
3495
14
12"
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4
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This week's crossword
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9. Healthy
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10. Above
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21. Woodwind
instrument
22. Mor• wan

illII

24. Flat beans
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ACROSS

b y,
hich
ner,
eave
,ught
be
ight-

III

I. Apron top

23. Encourage

44. Chinese st pie

24. Light purple

At Of an era

4. Wol9ht rneasur• 213. Charged
atom
1. Reveal
12. One-spot card

Yipes! According to this, Mr. As.
berry, you, should be seeing either

the C. S. Poverty Commission or
the Office of Public Welfare.

The sound
of the 70's is on
WLOK Radio.

13. Admiral's helper 31. Green stamp
cashier
14. Pcostss
33. Jellylike
15. Resis,ance to
material,
attack
34. Close to
17. Shipping room
worker
35. Browned breed

,0 it

DOWN
36. Chalcedony

I. Evil

37. Miss Adams, TV

2. Frozen weer
3. Become pals with

19. Harsh

39. Related

5. Go up

311. Large rodent
39. Snore

20. &donee

40. Second President 6. Summer drink

21. Cut off rind

41. Offer

7. Myself

45. What nay?

HOROSCOPE

PISCES 1Feb 36 - Mar 201 Beware
of acting on Impulse. espec.tally during
early evening. There Sr. ,011111Ctrn.
Influences at work and you cant
afford to lute chances For the un.
married, romance is vet, much to the
•
fore.
ARIES iMar 21 - Opt 20, i You'll
1111.1 your time being taken up by no
Many Interests. you'll probably leave
things half-finished. Try to concenRats More deeply on whatever you're
doing.
TAURUS 'Apr 21 - May 21i . A re110/ed dal' with good opPortunities tot
making new frieods. If you watch perarnial budgeting. you should be able
to affprl something you want.
GEMINI /May 12 - JIM 211, There
will be a much happier atmosphere
during the second half of the day.
Your Warne life may claim a lot of
your time. Those living alone should
get surprise invitations.
CANCER IJun 22 - Jul 231: One
plan you have In mind calls for a
lot of organizing. Don't try to go
It alone A small problem will soon
be /lofted out.
LEO 'Jut 24
Aug 231, It isn't
wise to enter Into arguments loch.' . you really don't know enough shout
the subject Cancer-lied. `1u1 atter.
Don will be caught by an isusu at
person later 1n the day.
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Sunday December 26

Bonds

12:30

p.

- Footballpl a yoffs

400 p. m. - Time Tunnel Secret Weapon

WIDE SELECTION
Of Tire Needs
All Sizes New & Retread

We Honor.

ALL,REDITcARI.JS
vhiti aty(haye

Monday December 27
8:00 p. In. - Movie - Far
From the Maddening
Croval •
Tuesday December 7.8
8:30 p. m. - China: A
Revolution Bevisited
Wednesday
p. m.

29
Sne:lal • '4s12i:1
of CItt•ri Judging
- Mystery Movie
7:30 p,

Thursday December 30
7:00 p. m. •I guests Modern Jazz

774-6314

Quartet

WLDNI ND AI'
DEC. .0
no 1 1 -ve 1
6 70 I leil The T r uth
7•00 Cei..1 YL.:,•tt Show
$ 00 Metiical Center
o 00 Mannlx
10.00 Ten
New.
10'30 Late Slott.
12 00 Nesse And Weather
12 05 Sign Off
THURSP
DEC. MI
30 Ti Tell The Truth
7.00 The Plot To Kill Hider
8:00 CBS Reports
9,0(3 FBS Reports

ru(IDAY
DE(' 31
6;30 To Tell The Truth
7.00 Cinderella
8.30 CBS Night Movie
1000 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 New Year's Eve With
Guy Lombardo
12.00 Late Movie
1 30 News And Weather
1.35 Sign Off

SATURDAY
JAN, 1
7 00 Jerry Lewis
7 30 Roadrunner
8 00 Funky Phantom
8 30 Jackson Pine
9 00 Three Stooge.
In 30 Ltdssille
10 00 Johnny Qu0tt
I( 30 Sugar Bowl
. 00 MIllior s Movie
4 00 Wrestiing
:a sir
6 CO 1310lk Perspective
- 00 Bonnt Sherman
7 10 at o,
woricend
CS Inc Pt, sua3ers
4,00
t.V.,T1P, News
Li .10
er liorhy
I: an F adt..stie.

SATURDAY
JAN, 1

•

6.30 Peaver
7 00 Bugs Bunny
7:30 Seoiihy Deo
8 00 Gl,,betrottera
8 30 The
Ben: W.rich
9 00 Rose Parade ResIew
9 30 Cotton 8.,51 Parade
10 .30 Rose, Parade
12 45 Cotton Bow (tame
00 Wild Kingd3m
4 30 Perry Mor011
5 30 News
ii 00 Ilre
Haw
7 00 All In The Family
7 30
o On Dirk Van Dyke Show
030 Mary Tyler Moore
310,w
00 1511s)ion Impossible
00(0 Ten fi 'loot New.
Ii':0) Late 310,44
12 00 Award Theatre
1:311,News And weather
:35 Sign Off

WKNO.TV
Channel 141
NDAY
DEC.
1.00 The Stave Little
Tailo:
2,00 Tle Big Picture
2,30 Journey
3:00 NoSy Filni Of The
Week
3:30 Insight
4.00 Wheys New
4:30 Misterogers
NelghbOrloofd
5:00 Shelby County School;
000 Project 10
a.2.5 Brief
5.30 Performance
6.00 Civilisation
7.00 Firing Line
8,00 Maaterplece Theatre
MONDAY
DEC. 21

Friday December 31
1:00 p. Ill, - Gator Bowl
N. C. vs. Georgia
7:00 p.
- Orange Bowl

Saturday January 1
9:00 a, Pl. - N2W Years
Parade
10:30 a. 81.
B,
,
S1
Parade

2.45 Sing HI Sing LO
3:00 All Aboard
310 The Big Picture
4-00 What's New
4.30 Sesame Street
5.30 Mister Rogers
6 00 1.1v E;ect.ic CoMPAnY
6 30 Channel 10 Travels
7-03 Sperm Of 'the Week
8 30 Book Rea:
7.30 Moo toy Night Movie
51 -00 Challenge Of Sports
5.30 Music Of WillDnisburg
. TI ESDAY
DEC. 211
2..15 Sing Hi Sing 1.0
.1.09 All Aboard
330 The Religions Of Man
4:00 What's New
4.30 Sesame Street
5.30 Mister Roger
8:Oti The Electric COMPlinl
6.30 Channel 10 Travels
7.00 Masquerade
7:30 The Advocates
8 30 Black Jounal
9:00 Southern Perspective

3:30 n.
- Rose Bowl
Footha:1 - Stanford vs.
Michigan
645 p ill, Alabama vs. Nehra..,ka
10:30 p. en - '
1
Th-

Couch
simdav Merember. 20
10:30 p. no, - 51-11ale: Na‘ v

Monday December 27
3:30 p. no- Born lq Re
Loved
10:30 p. m. - The -Great
American Pasttime
Tuesday December 24
of the
Badman

DAISY:

West
ii le

Now Show ing!

`VNI MORE
5 TIME"

:cions
•rrific
have
.t one
ty
Arlie

WEDNESDAY
DEC. 211

United
&Inds

emu.. elltwit441 COMPANY. etUIVILLI. I0.1 015

easy beer
This is the one that's brewed dry. And dry beer is like any ary (MOM.
... beer after beer. Very easy.
It doesn't fill you up. That's why Stag sits easy.

SAMMY DAVIS, JR.
PETER LAWFORD

TERROR: 1:20.- 4:35 - 8:00
TIME:
3:00- 6:25 - 9:45

SUSAMIONE IONYBONNIR

Stag shows yousomething greatabout beer

2 45 Sihs 181 Sing Lo
1 00 An Aboard
3.30 Music Of Williamsburg
. 00 What's New
. 10 Sei.ame Street
a:30 1,11..ter Roger
000 The Electric Company
4.30 Channel 10 Travels
7.00 The French Chef
7.30 Th. Week
O 00 °rem. Amer. Dream
Ntichlne
0.00 Soon

10:30 p, m. - confessions
a Nail Soy

Wednesday Decemher 29
3:30 is. m. case Agai.
,st.
10:30

Ames
-

Of

Montezuma

THURSDAY
DEC. an
45 Sing Eft Sing Lo
3 00 All Aboard
3 10 Challenge Of Sport*
4 00 What's New
4 30 Sesame Street
5 30 Misteroger's
Neighborhood
6.00 Evening At Pops
a 30 Channel ID Travels
7 00 Peach Bowl Claude

Thyreday Deffsmtrer itt
3:30 p. no. - Caught in the

Draft
m. - It Takes All
Kinds

10:30 p,

Friday December 31
330 p
10:30 p. 'In, • It's A
W - fIcler',7 fft

-aturday January 1
no - Never On
Sunday
12:00 P.
- The Horse'
Mouth
1030 p

aking

FRIDAY
DEC. 31
110.:Elphy0 art 4.
7 00 Rrady Bunch
730 Partridge Family
8 00 Room 222
8 30 Oeki Couple
9 00 Love. A merlean Style
10 00 Ey ewitnes• Ness
10 30 Wild Wild West
11 30 Directions
12 00 Rex Rumberd

3:30 p. m. - Day
1111111111

allfor. Shiwife,
hose

6 00 I Love Lucy
4 30 Glen Campbell Show
7 30 Hawaii Five-0
$ 30 Cannon
9 30 FOcus On Memphis
11000 Ten 0 Clock News
70 30 Late Movie
12 50 News And Weather
12.55 Sian off

December

9:00 p, Ill.- -Night G.Olery

1950 S. Lauderdale

TUESD
DEC. 78
030 Christm•s Carol
7.00 JacQUel Cousteau
a 00 Land Of The Small
9 00 Danny Thomas Special
10 00 EYealtness News
10 30 Wild Wild West
11 311 Dick cavett
I 00 Nightcap News
01)5:00 ESDAY
IMIC, 05
O 00 Dan.. Buono
7 00 Bewitched
7 30 9:idle's Father
8 00 Smith Family
30 Shirley Meet sine
9 00 Man And The City
10 00
e *On., N ew.
in to wl d ttlui West
I; 30 itt k ,
a)
,
1
1 00 N ght, or New.
Till 110115%'
DEC. 30
O Oo D.,niei Soon.
'7 00 Alias Smith And Jones
• 00 I.ongstreet
9 00 Owra Marshall
10 00 Eyewitness News
10 30 Mild W11.I Wiest
11 30 Dick Ca‘ett
1 00 Nightcap News

TUESDAY
DE('. 38

3:00

The Disposal Men

MYERS TIRE
SERVICE

00 Daniel 1300,
00 Terror Northern
Ireland
7 30 Death Valley Days
8 00 North South Game
IS 00 newitnea, News
10 30 Bill Dance
11 00 Snorts Challenge
11 30 Nightcap News

4 30 To Tell The Truth
700 Dunsmoke
8 00 Hele's Lucy
8 30 Doris Da) Show
O 00 Sonny And Cher Hour
111 00 Ten O'Clock News
10 30 L •ie 3.10, ie
1200 News And Weather
12 Si sign Off

TV Highlights
CHANNEL 5

elly ;
Nornder;
nty
West
C Rerr y
crea, and
S Di• Til1 13;
, Bill
ashKenohnio r d,
ittier
ager

MONDAY
DEC. 27

Weather

$ 30 Da,
3 00
A
Show
8 00
000 Dean Martin
10 00 on•Ole.Scens News
In 30 Tie Tordart Show
200 New, Ard Welther
12.05 TV Oharel .• •
VICIDA•
nr.c. 31
6 00 NBC Nightly News
5.30 Lancer
7.00 Orange Bowl Para...
8.30 Sing Alcrag With Mitch
0:30 Cash On The Line
10.00 On-The Scene News
10.30 The Heart Of Erni.,
If 00 Xrnee Eve Midnight
Mass
1:00 News And Weather
' 1 05 'IV Chapel
SATI'RDAV
JAN. 1
8.45 TV Chapel
6 50 The Mid-South Fanner
7 00 Dr Dolittle
7 30 Wooly Wiodpecker
00 Depoty Dowg
•
Pitde Pantrer
00 New Tsar's Palade
10 30 11.1s1.• Pa :VIP
12 4:i On The W iy To The

EVENING
rosioArr
Dec. 27

EVENING

5151N11.4T
DEC 27
8 00 NSW %nth! y News
8,30 Let'
A Deal
7.op
Laugh.li,
000 Molloy.. v. The Movies
10-00 On
SO', News
n Aft, Show
10.30 The
12,00 News .15,.1 Weather
12'05 TA'
Tr: 511AV
Di
N ewe
8 00 NBC •
8 30 Seigle
7 30 Ti," Fam,.
8:30 China A Revolution
Revisited
11•30 Jii0,s (iRM,
Ntchol)
30 Doc•“: tr
In 00
NOM•
In 30 The Tonit:ht Show
12 no NrA
! Wr,Ltt-Ar
205 '.' • ,. pet
WI'llNi SII
51.0 55
M I):
3.30 \
7 30 Mt,.
9-00 No
.1 Do ri
10.00 Ow'.

43. Vivid who

SUNDAY
DEC. NI
8 55 Black History
7 00 Mt Olive Cathedral
000 Southern Chums.
a 30 i•hrint Is Answer
0,110 Herald of Truitt
9 30 oral Roberts
10.00 Father pryton
In 31) Site., ((Curl
10 45 Belle, UP Baps
12 00 Directit.n.
I 00 Wagon Train
2 10 Million S Mori,
O 00 sunday Showcase
it 00 Law rear'. Welk
7.00 The FBI
000 Sunday Night Movie
10 00 This Is Your Life
10 30 ryewttness News
11 00 NBA Story

7 30 Wnat Is Your Faith
00 Ton. And Jerry
8 30 (imovv Cloodes
9 00 CBS Special
iIi
Throw
1 3, Tor Nation
10 30 ,
II 00 Eark MoNle
1 00 NFL
00 Juicnil• J01)'
6 30 CliS Night Movie
00 Colt's County
9 30 01..0.1 Up And Cheer
10 00 Ten O'Clock News
10 15 CBS News
19 30 Late Moore
1. 00 With Th, If ing
If! 3 Near And w(.ither
:a 20 Sign Off

EVENING

41. Tennis herrchre
42. Suffix: native of

4•30 De.otionsi
News
7,00 Cartoon Time
7,45 Coy,n 14,11
Lahanne
013
Jack
O
11,30 Galloping 4normell
0:00 Dial S Noel.
10:26 News
11.00 Bewitched
11.30 P•asword
12100 vat Graham
12:30 Make Deal
' ••••-as I 00 Newlywed Game
1:30 honing Game
2•00 General Hospital
2.30 One Life
3-.00 Love Anyeric•n Style
3 30 Timmie k Lassie
4:00 pick Van Mike
4.30 Eyewitness V•ws
5.00 ABC New.

SUNDAY
DEC. SI

. in 0111'
A,
6 OS On-'11.c-Stfl, 0,0.,
6.30 World Of Di or
7 30 Jimmy Stewart Show
8:00 litc,:inza
9.00 The it,LI it,.,
10:00 0:1-.1.c.S.Lre News
10 30 Fare T.. Face
11,30 Rollinion the River
12 00 Final Ness Ar
Weather

35. Instruments

4. Step to music

SAGITTARIUS IN. 23 . Dec 201:
Some pf your efforts will meet with
obstacles, but you'll overcome them.
At the same time you'll win admirelion from a very fine person. YOtt
will overhear a secret.

6 15 hummer Rem
8.45 A hove cloud,
7 00 Good Morning
7 50 News
li 14 Capt. Kangaroo
0,61) Lucy
9:30 Reserly Htlltrilllsa
10:00 Family Affair
10 20 Love Of LIN
11:00 Where The Heart 111
11 30 Search For
Tomorrow
12:00 News
12 30 World Turns
I .00 Lot• Is
.
1.30 Ducting 1.1aht
2 011 be' ret Storm
2.349 Edge Of Night
3110 Go..iee Pile
3.30 Early Movie
5 00 News
5 30 Walter eronklt•

32. Outer layer of
tooth
31. Links game

WHBQ.TV

CHANNEL 13

Q. Guided

36. L.

in 21 - Feb 191: Don't
hlein force you lot"
!other not get mixed
a,t11 it would be better to cut
down on iusuries just now. A 8008
date for looking up old friends

partheir
ment
heat.
• ived
ence.
and
resiUni, .1r
Jr.,
und;
f the
iphis
Minn
Jr.,
natnr
ther
ake.
i ranf the

48. Rabbit jumps

IL Run fast

Airt tiro ....

;lack
out
',port
yell

27. Remainder
29. R•mores oreng.
skin

29. Airplane stover 47. Distribute cards
30. famala ruff

25. fearful
26. Morays

46. ULhre

WRECTV
CHANNEL 3

11'50 Tv ''hovel
'7 00 Tiiday
Tod.o. Mni•Bouth
7 30 T0do
o 25 T..d o:I Nlemphis
8 30 Toiloy Show
9.00 Itoinver loom
d 30 isoneentration
1,1 00 S.,le Of 4'e:dory
10 30 li'wloori Squares
II 00 J....oardY
11 30 W13., what or When
13 00 ort.Seene News
12 30 lhree 0, A Match
1.ives
1 Oh Dfy4
1,30 Dorlors
2:00 Another World
2 30
3.00 Somereet
3:30 High CImpairal
4.30 Hazel
5.00 On.Seene News
SUNDAY
DEC. 30
7 15 Tries,'Ion Chapel
7 20 Mis4 rIme & rlsit
7 30 Ti). Lewis Fontly
o 25 !Alai..., News
3 30 The Plor.o.
34) Tli•
1oNfa Snow
13 00
lP

16. Direction of
rising sun

17. Round flet cap
2011
iilllU
illll 19. Flavor
id
Illl.ls
II
20. TriOSOPIS
34
35

fortplc
lack
• rew
:ting

amal

TV PREVIEW
I. With board
removal'

13

18111
20 21

a9 ,0 „

7

o

HOROSCOPE

•11
nett

5850,47
DEC. Si
2 45 Sing HI Sing Lo
73 Oh About d
blisieroger's
Ninghborhood
00 What's New
4 30 Sesame Street
5 30 Performancre
8 00 1 he Elector c--npany
o 00 A stro-Slueboe,

..;
.0.4t11111111MINLI
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lv tosave
on utility lulls wiItp
)noreforourmow,*

.1111111"
1!

Leaving town?Cut bac the
heat.Turn offair condi oning.
the money
Yotrcan help pay for the trip
you save. In winter, turn back our thermostat
,turn
asfar asat will go.Ins
the air conditioning to"

1.Turn offlights.
When LBJ started flipping off the
lights at the White House, a lot of
people laughed. But the truth is, it's
a good way to save on your utility
bill, and. cut down on power.waste.

Z.Run your dishwasher only
when you have a full load.

turn heat down
6.Atnight,conditioning
up
or air

five degrees.
.You'll never notice the
difference, except on your
utility bill. In winter, an extra
. blanket is added warmth
a bargain price if
you need it. In summer, the
housc will stay cool most night.

This will save on both.
electricity and water. If
your water heater is gas
fired, it'll save on your gas
or. —
bill too. And its a good
Nrsliggio0I
way to keep dirty dishes
separated from clean
ones. Just use the
1911
dishwasher as a storage
area until there's a full
load. It'll also save on
your sewer charge.

44IA\

9.Check
your ductwork.
Make sure your ductwork is tightly installed if '
you're buying a new home. Make sure it hasn't
come loose if your home is .an older one. If you
can stick a pencil lead in a duct joint, you're losing
hot or cool air and paying for it on your bill.

10.Run full load8 in your
Z Check your insulation.
111

3.Don'tleave
your refrigerator or freezer open.
It's easy to do. And before
you know it, you're in the
habit of it. Refrigerators
and freezers have to run
extra time to regain coldness
lost while a door is open.

Adequateinsulation will pay for
itself time and time again,
winter and summer. If you're
buying a home, demand
six inches in the ceiling
and three inches in.
the walls. But even
if you are not,
investigate adding
some in the
attic.

If you can get by with
oC
one run, instead of
two, you've saved
electricity, water,
and some sewer
charge. Of course,
permanent press
should be laundered
separately and with
plenty of room in the
washer and dryer. Also,
stains should be removed as
soon as possible. Otherwise, load up and save.

8.

Buy heating and
cooling equipment
ofadequate size.

4.
Stop dripping
faucets.
A leak no bigger
than a pencil line can
cost you nearly $30 a year. Plus a sewer charge
for getting rid of it. Plus electricity or gas, if
thehot waterfaucet.

on your utility bill. And it helps our electric system in
bummer, our gas system in winter, our water system the
year-round. It means TVA doesn't have to generate the
, r ower except when you really need it and want it. It
saves high-priced coal and avoids a little air pollution.
4i Every bit you don't useis that much of our country's

1••

our home economists
or climate engineers.

natural resources there for you to use tomono'w, wen
you may really need it.
Use all you want—but only what you need—sensibly:
MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS AND WATER DIVISION

Building the groundwork for better living
,A4114k1

Ain

qt

"
417
• Ifyou have a question,call

They are trained and are here
to help you. Our home economists
(548-4545) keep up with the
latest in home appliances,
kitchen and laundry
planning, and home
lighting. Our engineers
(528-4141) consult with
heating and air conditioning
contractors and visit new homes under
construction every day.They'll check your plans to
build or remodel.Free,:UN them
A

The longer equipment
has to operate, the more
fuel it uses and the
higher your utility bill.
If your present system is
inadequate, check on
buying supplemental
equipment for better
results at lower cost.

Everytteetzt of electricity, gas and water you save,saves

washer and dryer,except
forpermanentpress.

^ • ..11r-ear

er 5
,

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1971
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Fourteen new payroll tax
been 'named to
men has
help administer the expanded unemployment insurance
program in Tennessee, State
Employment Security Cornmissioner Ernest Griggs announced.
The men will augment the
present small staff of tax
specialists stationed in varMus sections of the state to
work with employers in resolving payroll tax problems.
Griggs pointed out that
the additional staff was necessitated by recent fed...ral
and state legislation that
extended unemployment in
surance coverage- to 30,000
additional employers and
approximately 125,000 more
employees. Newly covered
are firms that employ one
to three employees, nonprofit organizations that employ four or more persons.
state hospitals and institutions of higher education and
their employees.
Si,
: of the new tae specialists or field representatives are agency emplo.vee,
who are being promoted:
Milton D. Conder of Jackson, assigned to Jackson
area; Jimmy D. Coffey o.
Paris, assigned to Humboldt
area; Robert H. Donnas ant

Annual Christian Woman's Day was observed Sunday, December 12, at St. James Baptist Church.
Mrs.

Erlene Croom was Mistress of Ceremonies, "Welcome"
was extended by Mrs. M. D. Roach, Mrs. Lena
Reid
of Morning Star Baptist Church gave the "Response".
Presentation of the speaker was made by Mrs, Lucy
P. Lee, Introduction of the speaker was made by Mrs.
Jewel Ridley of Lane Chapel C.M.E. Church.
Miss : Mabel C. Northcross delivered the Annual
Woman's Day Message. Miss Northcross' subject was:
"Service for Humanity". In her message, Miss Northcross elaborated on the various positions occupied
by
women that in the past were occupied by men only.
Some visitors present were: Mrs. Alberta Jamison
and Friends from Dyer, Mrs. Jennie S.* Vance, Mrs.
Ola M. Mathis. Mrs. Janie Banks and Sister.
Miss Northcross spoke during the 11:00 service
hour.
General Chairman of the Woman's Day Program
was Miss Alice M. Hubbard, Co-Chairman was Mrs.
Erlene ('room.
Program Committee Members Are: Mrs. Annie
Bryson-Chairman, Mrs. Louise Cooper-Co-Chairman,
Mrs. Martha L. Lacey, Mrs. Ardella Cole, Mrs. Mattie
Davis, and Mrs. Dorothy McKinney.
Sunday, December 12th, at 4:00 p. m., The Thursday Evening Sewing Club presented its Annual Fashion Show, in the annex of Lane Chapel C.M.E. Church.
Fashions of all occasions were modeled. M r s.
Addie Roe Stinson, club president was one of the
models. The youngest model was 17 month old Shanika
Dennis, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Larry Dennis.
The stage was beautifully decorated with a ('hristmas tree to add to the beauty of the fashions being
modeled. Music was provided by pianist, Mrs. Carolyn
Garrett. Solos were presented by both Mrs. Garrett
and Mr. A. P. Nunn.
Narration of the fashions was done by Mrs. Nelda
Williams, Instructor of Home Economics at Humbolt
High School.
Sewing projects of the members of the club was
on display for the public. Refreshments prepared by
the club members were enjoyed by all.
VISTORS
Misses Aileen .Johnson and Lillie Johnson of Cincinnati, Ohio were the weekend guests of their mother,

REDO FOXX, the veteran black comedian, who
will be showing up on national teevee in a comedy
series for NBC-TV titled zlanford and Son, is one brother who deserves any break in show biz that he can receive. Foxx, in this reporter's opinion has been one of
Ithe all time favorite rib ticklers around and his fans
number in the millions. Due to the fact, that a log of
his good material for years has been ticketed blue
by his many critics caused Redd to lose out on a lot of
comedy-oriented teevee_ shows _plus high-class nite
spots.
With all of these setbacks to overcome the
4
:all-pro continued to do his thing and gather more fans.
One of Foxx's "evergreens" tells of the soul brother
who had seven children, six were beautiful and one
was ugly. On his death bed the gent called his wife to
:his side and told her that for years he had wanted to
ask her if that ugly child was really his. The wife
looked him in the eyes and said "Oh yes that one
Is yours, but the other six aren't."
Rafer Johnson, well-known Olympics Decathlon
Champion 119901 and one of the eyewitnesses of that
tragic death in California sometime back, appeared in
a 'recent Mission Impossible (CBS-TV) episode and
,television critics monitoring the show felt that Rafer
had a micro-part that wasn't deep in content but for
the most part they felt that his performance was acceptable. . . Cherri Creque, a youthful fine brown:
soul sister who at the present has the title of Miss
Virgin Island 1971-72, was just a face in the huge
crowd of folks at a recent Midwestern big city, when
the neat fox joined the many "smiling faces" at a
:private reception following the presentation of t he
Ebony Fashion Fair's "Whats Goin' On." . . . Rupert
Crosse, a co-star on NBC-TV's Partners that also features Don Adams, a well-known comedian, has received
the word from the decision makers that the comedy
'series will be axed. Crosse, plays Detective George
Robinson in .ihe Partners and when the plot was put
together people in-the-know figured that it had a definite chance to make it through the first year jinx..
•

Is the name of this new music group formed this month on the Baker University Campus. Singing the Soul sound of Young
America and contemporary rock, they
made their debut at a talent contest at Avila College November 7 winning first in
singing and second in the show. Left to right
are: Marshall Tourney, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Deborah Talley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roscal Talley, alas Linwood, Kansas City,
N10.; Moses Peace, organizer, son of
lake Rd., MempWs, Tenn ; and Denice
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel M. Peace. 1519 Horn.
lake Rd., Memphis, Ti-tin.; and Den c
Pledger, daughter of Mrs. Delores Payne.
3616 E'. 5th St., Kansas City, Mo.

FDA Warns Parents
About Dangerous Toys
With Christmas so n e a r.
now would he a good time
for parents of young children
to be thinking about the safety of toys they are going to
buy. Gifts of toys are tokens
of love. It is important that
they be chosen with care. It
is tragic when a toy, meant
to bring happiness, seriously
injures a child.
Protecting children f rom
unsafe toys is one of the responsibilities of the Food
and Drug Admini.,tration's
Bureau of Product Safety.
The Child Protection and Toy
Safety Act of 1969 — which
became effective in January
1970 — empowers the Food
and Drug Administration to
remove and keep from the
market toys and other children's products with electrical, mechanical, and thermal
'hazards. The law is aimed at
reducing the estimated 700,000 injuries from toys that
occur in and around the
home annually,
Bicycles were involved in
the majority of the toy-associated injury cases. Other
vehicle-type toys, such as

roller skates, sleds, and tricycles, were linked with most
of the rest of these injuries.
Dolls, homemaker it
s,
such as toy stoves and irons,
stuffed animals, chemistry
sets, and molding equipment
accounted for less than 1 per
cent of the reported cases.
No law can protect a child
completely from all dangers.
With approximately 12.000
toy firms in the country resulting in estimated sales of
$3 billion in toys each ear
and approximately 83,000 entries of imported toys each
year, complete surveillance
of the toy market is impossible.
Toy buyers in the family
should reject those with obvious
hazards —
sharp
points; rough or unfinished
surfaces; small. detachable
parts that may be swallowed; brittle plastic or glass
that breaks easily and leaves
sharp edges that may cut;
poorly constructed toys with
sharp spikes or pins that are
exposed when the toy is pulled apart by a curious child;
toys with triggers, gears, or

other parts activated is
spring or motor that ma,
pinch fingers or catch hail
Chemistry sets, rocket kits
and similar toys should 1)0
bought only for children old
enough to handle them wise
Any
la.
minimum
ag,
recommended by the mans
facturers of such toys 0.1100001.•
be heeded.
Since wires can
we.,
through, electric toys such a
trains and "home appi.
ances" for little girls shook ,
be
checked
periodicalls
Such toys should not be pte
chased for the very young
If an electrical toy must 1)0
bought, the child should be
shown how to insert a Mu,
:
safely into an electrical out
let and how to remove th0
plug.
Special care must be tat
ed with toys that have trail
big loops and cords. A chile
should be taught never to
put these loops or cor d
around him in such a was
that they may trip or choke
him.

of Lynnville, assigned to
Columbia; Charles R. Vantreese and Thonias R. Waring of Memphis, assigned to
Memphis; and Charles E.
Wright. Nashville, assigned
to Nashville area.
The others -are new employees • and include four
trainees; Harold 1'. Henry
of Jasper and James 0.
Rice of Chattanooga, assigned to Chattanooga area;
Antii Arvo Havola. .1.ihnson
City; Arthur Ted Myers of
Gatlinburg. a 3 s i gned to
Knoxville: Vincent T. l'aladino of Millington. assigned
to Memphis; Ronald L. McCormack of Gallatin and
—Templeton ot
Howard
Smyrna. assigned to Nashville area; and -David M.
Simmons 01 Manchester, assigned to Cookeville. -.
Meanwhile, the
agency
has mailed second notices to
approximately
l5.0/11) employers of the state who
b" subject to a payroll
tax, eftectise Jan. I. 1972, as
a result of the broadened unemployment insurance progr•im.
State UnemployMent Insurance Director Emmett I..
Conner said that there had
been 70 p:•rcent response to

STORE

HOURS-

Full Week's Prices

8:30 a.m. to 9 p r,. first 4 Days
8 00 a.m. to 9 p.m T;e. and Vat.

. Thursday Mrs Wed. Eve
Quantity Roghts Reserved

A

IV1

0
A
V

0

..„,.G...
MEATY YOUNG HONEYSUCKLE
TURKEYS WHITE TURKEYS

37

. 18 Lbs. Up
Ono Limit:Lb._

Tender
Herss
Lb.

•

•

NEW GREEN TEXAS

A

CABBAGE

tANCY LARGE GEESE U.S. GRADE A

-

CUT-UP FRYERS, FRESH
SWIFT Ri BEEF
SIRLOIN STEAK

Judge Higgs is a native
Memphian and was an at
torney prior to his appointment to the bench in July
1970. He founded and organized the nationally recognized "P.rojoct First Offender, a program that advocates the release of selected first offenders to the
community in lieu of incarceration using citizen volunteers as counselors to those
released.
Judge Higgs will also be
featured on Channel 3's
monthly public affairs telecast "FOCUS ON M E MPHIS", on Tuesday night at
9:30 on Dec. 28, 1971. The
program subject deals with
The Courts. Also featured in
the program will be a
documentary produced by the
Trial J u dges Association
titled: "The Revolving
Door."

MIAMI (UPI) — Cuban
exiles, e n raged by the
bloody seizure of the freighter Johnny Express. are demanding U. S. permission to
wage war on Cuba.
exiles
Hundreds
of
marched through Miami's
"Little Havana" section Satchanting
Night,
urday
"Guerra, Guerra, Guerra"
(War. War, Wart.
The Rev. Tomas Cruz, a
Bay of Pigs veteran and an
activist in the Cuban exile
colony here, spoke to flu
crowd, demanding that the
U. S. Go% ernment let Cubat
exiles fight to overthrow
Castro.
The Rev. Mr. Cruz caller'.
for "Cubanization of dealings with Cuba just as the
war in Vietnam has beer
Vietnamized."
o i s terow
demonstrators. b I ew cal
horns and sang the Cubar
national anthem after thf
Rev. Mr. Cruz spoke.

IP II e-PAC
`1 'MU etores

;HOG
PEi
AC;

Judge W. Otis Higgs Jr.,
of Shelby,. County's Criminal
Court-Division 4, will be
featured in a series of mini
documentaries starting Janit
1, 1972 on WREC-TV, Chan
nel 3. The announcement was
made by Charles B. Beak?.
field. President and General
Manager of the Stat'on. He
said the new series would be
titled "Out of Court with
Judge Higgs," and will be
scheduled in the Saturday
Night 10 O'Clock News.

the initial mailing of status
reports to potentially liable
employers.

A

CORN FED
Lb,$1139

S.

DMUSTAR/NIPCOL

GRE
ENS
YELLOW ONIONS
.E

JUDGE W. OTIS HIGGS

F.
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Soul Santa At
Florida School

the Freasury
twill be closPd
on
Christmas Day.
Open again
,DprAmber 26th.
d"stmana xd
"

-110 ho ho" was the echo
heard up and down the hallways of Florida Elementary
school last Friday, and little
faces lit up like the Christmas tree lights on the Presidential pine. They knew who
it was before they saw him.
Santa Claus. that's who it
was . .. and he didn't have
a little red nose, with pink
cheeks, either.
And like any self-respecting Santa Claus, he didn't
dare come empty handed.
He came with box after box
of candy and toy laden bags
tor e‘ery child in the school.
Rodell Boyd, principal at
Florida said. "really the
Junior League can take the
credit for all of this. They
do a great job all year long
assisting the teachers at the
school with the students.
They help teach reading.
helping y o u ngsters with
their homework and many

Come smile
with us.

phases of classroom activity."
The Junior League is a
group of ladies who have
formed a charitable organization and aid when and
wherever possible in areas
that need help.
Santa (also known as Willie Clearnons) really had his
job cut out for him that day.
His rounds included ho-hoho's for two kindergarten
classes and then over 1,000
first thru sixth graders at
the school.
During his ofi-duty hours,
Santa is employed with the
Department of Welfare.
"This was my first time
putting on the suit, but with
two children in school myself (Airways Jr, High), I'm
not exactly new to the procedure", added Santa. "If
it makes them happy, then
that's all that matters."
And with a ho-ho-ho, it was
off to the next class.
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Hart, Gwen Williams, Deborah Murray, Leslie Sanders,
Beverly Self, Carmen Tinsley, Charlene Tinsley, student at
LeMoyne-Owen and candidate for Miss United Negro College Fund, James Thornton Beverly Higgs. Betty Thomas,
Cheryl Elliott, Kathy Johnson, Deborah Baty, Linda Wade,
Timothy McBride, Willie Paid Williams, Montrice Bowers,
Desaree Bowers, Mrs. Lucy Williams and Mrs. Myrtle
Fisher.

About 25 students from St. Peter Church and Longview
area gathered in the rain at South Side High School. Sunday, December 5, to help In a house-to-house collection in
the Longview Community, for the United Negro College
Fund Drive now being conducted at LeMoyne-Owen College.
The house-to-house collection was sponsored by Longview
Heights Civic Cub. Picture above are: (not in order) Sheena
Watkins, Portia E. Fisher, Brenda Henderson, Patricia Cunningham, Herbert Reggie Harding, Willard Pruitt, Melba

•u

MSU Plans '72 Lecture Series
speakers will be on the MSU
Three internationally
campus during the months
known men with vast exof February, March and
perience in Far Eastern afApril.
fairs will highlight the 1972
Rusk, besides serving as
M. L. Seidman Memorial
secretary of state from 1961
Lectures at Memphis State
to 1969, served as assistant
University this spring.
secretary of state for Far
Former Secretary of State
Eastern affairs under PresiDean Rusk, former U. S.
dent Harry S. Truman.
Ambassador to Japan Dr.
Dr. Reischauer was born
Edwin W. Rcischauer and
in Tokyo and has studied at
Nationalist China Ambassavarious universities in Asia
dor to the U. S. James Shen
and written five books on
will speak during the series
entitled "C hi na's Open - Japan and the Far East, He
served as ambassador to
Wall." A It hough precise
Japan from 1961 to 1966 and
dates have not been set, the

Soul Santa visits with a class at Florida Elementary School
last Friday before the class was let out for the holidays.
( NOU photo)
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WONDERFUL GIFT IDEAS
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
at CLARKS
. . . where you can get

FINE CLOTHING
JEWELRY
ACCESSORIES
WIGS .• SHOES
ON EASY INSTANT CREDIT

He has studied at the University of Paris, Tokyo and
Kyoto and in Korea and
China. His latest book is
East Asia: The Modern
Transformation. p u b lished
in 1965.
Shen has spent many years
as a journalist since he began working for the China
Press in Shanghai in 1932.
He was appointed ambassa-

•1264 AG

108 S. Maio St. Memphis

;
Si•LAMAR EAST-00
• RIMER 2585 Noon Hollywood•Opon
week.AW8 t30le 10•Sundilys 151.5 ierer,•45.4:5-nti
Lam., A.

1WHITEliAVEN 5255149*y 55 South

All lectures will be open
to the public and will be presented at the Memphis State
University Theatre.

sity through a friend of mine
at Columbia University at
New York, where I studied
for one semester. She told
me how friendly the people
in the Southern United States
were, and about the excellent
facilities at Southern.

Since 1045. .

R. 0. KINDLE

time
Chris
feed
thirty

"Because of these k i n dnesses and such friendship,
I probably will stay in the
South til I earn my doctor
ate. I may return to Africa
once in a while to vacation,
but I will be back."
Constantly on the honor
roll, since attending school in
the U. S., Anthony said he
had a $1.000, scholarship to
attend Monmouth College in
Illinois, but declined the offer. "because the weather
just isn't quite what I'm used
to."

the S
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ANTHONY S. PABUM

5 Locations

CO.

APPLIANCE
L 1. OATLIN

L I. 01111111 IL

•6431 SUMMER
• 5237 POPLAR
• 3110 mom/11S(NW.51 N.)
• 2574 LAMAR
•4255 NWT. 51 SOUTH

324-4406
612-1661
355-4345
743-5370
396-0915

ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CASEY, YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY
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"I have found out that
everything she said was true.
For example, when Calvin
asked his parents if I could
come home with him, they
said yes, and that I was very
welcome. Now that I'm here,
I feel right at home. Many
of my other friends and instructors at Southern have
invited me to stay with them
for the holidays also.

1
-IP17:14611.17-

fgt. ft.

Fr4idaire Frost-Proof
with 154-1b, tiro fr

$29995

11610 DWbTP

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!

DRYER

•Slanted to design lowers
fruit opening, makes loading
a snap•Super-Surge wish.
ing action—needs little or no
PM-rinsing 18 4 Cycles—including Plata Warmer.

Frigidaire!

$15995

Frigidaire!
Flowing Hoot

Jot Action 1.18
Model WAS

WASHER
ler
OWALITY CLOTHING AND JEWILAT-CONVENIENT CHEM

dor to the United States this
year.
The lecture series was
begun in 1967 by P. K. Seidman, partner in the firm of
Seidman and Seidman. certified public accountants, in
memory of his brother, who
died ip 1963. M. L. Seidman
was a syndicated columnist
on tax matters for more
than 100 newspapers.

Cameroon Prince Visits Memphis
Anthony S. Pabum, a 19year-old Cameroonian from
Victoria, in West Africa, says
he's enjoying himself immensely in Memphis for the
Christmas holidays. He is
studying with a classmate at
Southern University (La.)
Calvin Ezell Jr., at 342 Charter Rd.
Anthony, who has a sister
attending Oxford University
in England, and two other
sisters and brothers attending school in Africa, is the
son of the King of Victoria,
and therefore, is a prince
himself.
"My father is the King of
Victoria, but in America, he
would be like the governor of
one of your states." said Anthony. "My mother works
as a director with the Red
Cross, and my uncle is Vice
President of my country."
The 19-year-old prince, who
is pursuing a career in Mechanical Engineering and Agricultural Economics, as a
sophomore at Southern University, came to stay in
Memphis at the invitation of
Ezell Jr., who also attends
Southern.
Anthony added, "I came to
know about Scluthern Univer-

to,olle

began teaching at Harvard
University in 1939, the year
he earned his PhD from the
same university.

Ivy se kiet.
Comuieet Pay Piss
ALL 5 STONES OPIPI DAILY • A.M.-11 P.M.

Frigidaire Range features linen door, big storage drawee'
85301

$18995
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Part 4: Bishop Patterson's Closing Address
The following is part four
0: Patterson's
closing address to the 64th
Annual Convocation of the
Church Of God In Christ.
This is the final installment,
the first three parts were
published in the preceeding,
weeks' issues.
• • •
Oh we could call him lot of
different names, but I just
like to call Him Love. God
NO loved. False
witnesses
are still there. The Doctors
who are prosecuting him
for practicing without a
license because he healed
the woman with the twelve
year issue of blood.
The undertaker is squab-

of Bishop J.

bling because he couldn't
colleet his funeral bill. The
master having stopped the
funeral procession of Name
and raised the dead body
and gave the boy back to
his mother. He would rather
have the boy dead than
to see that mother happy
with her son.
Lets look again at the situation, its a holiday in Jerusalem. Great out of town
multitudes throng the streets
of the city because Rome is
going to execute three prisoners. She is going to do
it on this holiday because
she wants the most spectators and she wants to let her
subjects know what it means

to rebel against the government.
The crowd is hediously
eager to see this bloody
show. The crowd is eager
to see this show because the
three men are well known.
Two of these men are Hiwaymen. They possibly started out as zealous patriots,
but being unable to gather
an army and fight out in the
open, they had to band thein•
selves together' and form a
Robber Clan.
The other man that to die
has come another way, for
preaching in their Temples,
for teaching in their Synagougues. He's touched leprosy into purety. For this
-

tates this
ies was
. K. Seidfirm of
an. cer
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ther, who
Seidman
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or more
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1.his state

is
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He's utterly spent He's a
little weak pale man and

he's bleeding; His robe is
saturated with blood tic's
been whipped all night lung
and fresh blood can be seen
oozing from his brow now
adorned with a mock crown
Four soldiers performed

work of execution. The
victims are stripped bare.

tecting prayer. Father forgive them, they don't know
what they are doing.

the

They are stretched upon
the crosses spikes are driven
into their palms and insteps
and the crosses dropped

Theif no. 1 was hanging to
one side, and Robber no. 2
was hanging on the other.
Robber no. 2 began to rib
Jesus. There are those
among us now who are not

down in a four foot hole, and
as they hit the bottom
there's a spray of blood,
the tearing of flesh. Now
these three trees so lately
planted laden with their fruit
of infinit pain. The solders

really with us but just
among us. They enjoy ribbing Jesus. I think that if
folk don't want to be with
us they ought to leave us.
There are some of us who
want to go onto the Promised Land. If you want to go
back to Egypt, Go on Let
us alone.
Here Thief no. 2 is saying
'If you be the Son of God

are making themselves as
comfortable as they choose
sitting at the foot of the cross
throwing dice from his garment.
To the geers of this erowd
that's scorning Jesus. ,Jesus
throws around them 'us pis-

That's
all he was concerned about,
being saved from paying
for his sins. But thank God
for Thief No. I. He told him
to shut up. Shut your mouth
save yourself and us.

man!

You don't know what you
are doing. Thief No. 1. even
though be was hanging
there on the cross with his
hands and feet nailed, decided he would call his court
over.
I'm calling the court to
assemble. I'm going to hear
this case, and he heard it.
While he was hearing the
case, the valet of the temple
testified. It said, I'll witness
for Him and it rent itself

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

,ders,
nt at
Cob
as,
ade,
, wers,
yrtie

-S

reason some loved Him but
others hated him. As the
procession moves down the
narrow street. Look at these
Robbers w a lking jointly
forward under the weight of
their wooden crosses.
They are tough hardened
criminals. They are used to
roughness. Hard to restrain the tears when we
look and see the other man.

SOUTV-1232 E SHELBY DRIVE iWHITEHAVENI
21 HRS.

from top to bottom and gave
every man permission to go
into the Holy of Holiest.
The earth said I'll testify
and it quaked. The sun
recessed itself to come to the
court room. When the
Centurion was called upon
to testily, he threw his hands
up and said, '1 would like
trdi reverse my testimony.
.Surely, I am thoroughly convensed I am not guessing
about it. Surely this man
must be the Son of God!
When they h a d gotten
through testifying, theif no.
1. became the judge and said
that after hearing the testimonies, 'I don't find any

fault in Him,

dip:r

MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON .

OPEN ., CLOSED SUNDAY
Register Receipts.
1.sure to save your Cash
for your favorite charity!
REV. JAMES A. JORDAN, pastor
First Baptist Church of Beale Street
379 Beale Street, Memphis
"But when the son of man shall come in his majesty,
and all the angels with him, then He will sit on the
throne of His Glory; and before him will be gathered
all the nations; and He will separate them from the
other as the shepherd separates the sheep from the
goats, and He will set the sheep on his right hand,
put the goals on the left. Then the King will say to
those on his right hand, Come, blessed of my father,
take posession of the kingdom prepared for you from
the foundation of the world; for I was hungry and
ou gave me to eat; I was thirsty and you gave me to
to drink; I was a stranger and you took me in; naked
and you covered me; sick and you visited me; I was
In prison and you came to me; Then the just will
answer him saying. Lord when we see thee hungry,
and feed thee? or thirsty and gave thee drink? and
when we see thee a stranger and take thee in? or
naked and clothe thee? Or when we see thee sick, or
In prison? And answering the King, will say, As long
as you did it for one of these, the least of my bretheren,
did it for me" .. . St. Matthew 25:3146
* * *
Our task here at "Beale Street" is to do what we
can to alleviate some of the suffering in the world
today. The Bible is our guide and text book. We are
Missionary Baptists supporting both foreign and home
missions. Part of our home mission work is feeding
the poor every Sunday, fifty-two (52) Sundays a year.
The meals are served free to everyone who comes;
some Sundays we serve as many as twenty.
We try to do a service for the underprivileged any
time we have the opportunity to do so, especially on
Christmas and other holidays. Along with trying to
feed one or two hundred people, we also give away
thirty or forty baskets of food.
This year we have bought five or six Bicycles from
the Salvation Army. Bill's Bicycle Shop, 2200 Lamar,
serviced them for us, (we buy only the parts), these
Bicycles will also go to the needy.
To be able to do this each week and all the year,
we must have dedicated workers. If we really try to
boil it all down to find the number two motivating
factor, in the act of kindness on the part of the members of the Church, this would be our Missionary
Society. This wonderful group is led by a dedicated
soul who is the President. She is the same type of
Church worker as "Dorcas" who we read about in
"Acts of the Apostles" 9:36-43. This sincere Christian
worker is highly respected and honored throughout
this city; her deeds will never be forgotten. Mother
Maggie Crosby, also, is a dedicated Christian woman i
of this sort, she lives daily to "help somebody."
Our membership is also made up of men and
women having Hotel and Restaurant experiences,
therefore, serving is no trouble for us. They know
how to feed a large number of people. One of our
Deacons, Bro. Joe Carr, is Captain at the Peabody
Hotel. They, the membership, know I like feeding
people, therefore, they try and do what their Pastor
asks them to Lb. The only way we can help or do
good to God is to help and do good to and for our
•
fellow man.
makes
the
Lord
and
over
all
One day when it is
His return, we want to hear Him say, "I was hungry
and you gave me meat, I was thirsty and you gave
me drink, I was out doors and you took me in, I was
naked and you clothed me." Then following these
words He will say "well done". Good and faithful servant, you have been telthful over a few things come
on up higher and I will make you ruler over many.
This time of year makes the heart glad and gives
the spirit of ittVing;.for God so loved the world that
He gave His Only begotten on that whosoever beeverlasting
lieveth in Iti,nr- hottld not perish, but have
A6 a.
life. John 3:16.
peace
Glory to God in the highest and on earth
and good will to all ntarkind. Luke chapter 2.

$6,000 per week available
Pries. Effectiv• slat* :01
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Dec. 21Thre Dec.25
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EAST- 5014 POPLAR AT MENDENHALL,
CUT-UP
PER LB.

GRADE A USDA 4-LEGGED

FRYERS 300 LB 270
SMOKED
ElpvinkE 57e
soBuilT-HT69c
H AM
PORK
CHOPS 460 140
SHANK
PORTION
PER LB.

PER LB.

FIRST CUT
PER LB.

FRO MONTES1

CENTER CUT
PER LB.

REG. OR THICK
REG
, 2 LB.PKG.
LB. PKG:

We reserve the. right to limit quantities.
None sold to dealers.

LEAN & MEATY

NECKBONES 18.150
FOR
BOILING

CHOICE SHORT RIBS OF

BEEF ,B.590

DIAMOND ALUMINUM TURKEY OR HAM WRAPPING SIZE 1.1.11..

FOIL

L B.290

USDA GRADE A TENDER
CARVED SELF BASTING
1- LIMIT

TOM
TURKEYS

ROLLS

PURWCITH H
ASE a L.0

3- LIMIT
30 OZ. CAN290

LIMIT • 2

4-TOTAL LIMIT

390 CREAM CHEESE
d

,

SLICED TRAY PACK

3-PKG. LIMIT
8-0Z. OKG.

29C
A
c
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xla
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(REG. 57c)
1-LB. PKG.

1' OR 67c OFF A 2-LB. PKG. FRED MONTESI BACON OR
FISHER BEEF BACON 12 OZ. PKG 32c WITH COUPON. REG.811c

1

1-POUND PACKAGE

160Z. A R tit
C A NS gir a 11

i
.--,,E, FR
TE.SI .1 .,,e4„..,0
FRED MONTES1 (ARMOUR STAR, 1 LB. 74

-6i BACON

-t."..'

FRED MONTESI:(OR ARMOUR STAR LB. 7c ) REG.63c

190

KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

.

BACON

3-PKG LIMIT

CRANBERRY SAUCE 2

BIG 32 OZ. BTL.

HUNT'S

L B.
1. PKG. OR MORE

PKG. OF 12'S

OCEAN SPRAY WHOLE OR JELLED

HUNTS WHOLE SPICED

FRESH GROUND

330

FRED MONTESI BROWN 'N SERVE

Iq

SLICED
BACON 570 1.12 PEACHES
HAMBURGER 650
CATSUP
PATTIF

18 INCH X 25 FEET
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n W.d...rsday. Owt
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WITH COUPON &MOO ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

2915

n.,..,,.0.,5(5,) IlKlUtstO IN COUPON moaloonom
ONPCOUPON PER EMMY PER WEEK

.t.

(
.:71A'
'
.
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FRED MONTESI COUNT fk* STY( t 31.8 BAG

PORK SAUSACE 790 REYNOLDS
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Miss Black Memphis Contest shaping up
Continued from page g

mate, Camille, in a maxi length chinchilla. We swapped our Black Liberation Button with Bill Cosby for
his Black Liberation Flag.
We'd gotten our button from our pastor, Fr. Jim
Lyke at St. Thomas and he'd gotten his flag from
another Black Catholic Priest, Fr. Lucas of New York
City which helps to show us what the Black Clergy
Caucus,is all about in the Catholic Church.

SHARON LUCAS

New contestants in the Miss Black Memphis Pageant, to
be held January 30. 1972 at the Holiday Inn Riverniont.
are (I-r) Sharon A. Lucas, t7, (38-26-38), a student at
a former
Northside High: Joyce Ann Askew, t9, 36-24.(

BETTYE MILLER

ARNELL WRIGHT

MARY WIGGINS

JOYCE ASKEW

student at I,eMoyae-Owen and Memphis State: Mary Lois
Wiggins, 22, 136-24-381; Arnett Wright, 19, 134433-36): Bettye Miller, IS. (34-22.36), a student at Aorthside High, and

SHIRLEY RICE

Shirley Ann Rice, 19. 132-21-36'1, a student at Memphis
School of Commerce. There's still time to enter, lust stop
by 1880 Lamar, or call
272.2745..

Go by St. Thomas and get you one of those bPttons. They're not expensive either, only twenty-five
cents and for the benefit of the church. Maxine Smith
and Carl Johnson, newly elected members of the City,
Board of Education have been wearing them to retreat given for board members. They're sprouting out
all over. Call Fr. Jim!

WEDDING BELLS . . . rang out Saturday afternoon at one o'clock at Mt. Moriah Baptist Church for
Miss Valeria Blount and Albert B. Birse with the
pastor, the Rev. R. S. Norsworthy, officiating. A refollowed the cere'in some areas," Anderson ception at the church for the pair
said.
mony'.

Save Money, Bag Your Own Holiday Turkey
The Tennessee Game and
Fish Commission set the
1972 turkey season and heard
reports of an expanded hunter safety program at it s
meeting in Memphis, recently.
The split open turkey dates
are March 25, 1972 thru April
1, 1972, and April 22 through
May 7. Season dates were
also appro‘ed for AEDC.
Anderson-Tully. Ca too sa.
Cheatham. Cherokee, Chickasaw, Chuck Swan, Natchez
Trace, Nicker Brothers and
Shelby wildlife management

areas. Bag limit will be two
gobblers. provided one is
taken on a managed area.
Commenting on the expanded hunter safety program. Hunter Sakty Coordinator Philip Tidwell said
the use of federal aid funds
through the Pitman-Roberson
Act will allow the Game
and Fish Commission to
teach safe hunting practices,
woodsmanship. I a ndownerhunter relationship, wildlife
conservation and management practices to youth and
ei.oer:rneNI hunters alike.
-We ha,e been operating
akin' y pr

TV
RENTALS

Beale Street
church plans
free dinner

Black — White
Color Portables
Free Delivery Free Pick Up
No Credit Needed

BRINK'S
TV RENTALS
327-5428

Members of the First Bapti :t Church of Bale Street.
379 Beale. and pastor Rev.
James A.. Jordan invite any
and everyone to join them
in a Christmas dinner 7:00
a m. till 3 p.m.. Christmas
Day. Morning services will
begin at 11:00 a.m. Dinner
will be 4erved —at 1:00 p.m.
Those wishing o attend are
asked to call 5274832 Monday thru Friday,

Tidwell said he hopes to
train 300 instructors a n d
10.000 students during fiscal
year 1972.
The Commission was also
told that a 250-acre fishing

gram in the past, but the
authorization of federal funds
will permit us to devote the
time and effort this program
deserves." Tidwell told the
Commission members

Name director for
NAB Peoria unit
David H. Steinbach, most
recently a Manpower specialist for the Illinois State
Employment Service, has
been appointed metro dire"
ticfor the Peoria Chapter
,,e the 'Vational A/lianze of
Businessmen (NAB).
The NAB's major concern
is the development of hiring
opportunities for disadvantaged citizens, which is also
a concern of the Illinois
State Employment Service.
Under Steinbach's directorship. the Peoria chapter
provides a wide ranging
program which is designed
to help maintain the basic ,
JOBS program. locate jobs
youths'
for
disadvantaged
and adults, and help the
veteran and prison releasee
to find jobs.
Steinbach emphasises that
he will go anywhere in
downstate Illinois to assis
interested employers in hir

ing the disadvantaged for
training positions.
Steinbach, a Peoria na-live and graduate of Brad.
Icy University. held several
j21)
, in' business before his
new appointment, including.
area sales supervisor for
Fairmont Foods and manufacturing representative, in
of hardware, for
the field
the State of Illinois. From
March. 1969. to June, 1970,
he was government program
manager for the Peoria
NAB.
The NAB has two other
offices i n C hicago and
Rockford.

Buy U.S.
Savings
Bonds

HERFF BETTER DEAL
7711111 ki

'12

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

1000'01116ER
get

LICK RAC
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

48

DOWN

mcluoes ill lectory mUiPmeef. PSy
merits are for 36 months Including all
wineries, wilts crets.t approval. Cates
once if only Mu. 'Total sem of
nerneota is only 51212.12. HURRY
wis is • limited ofkr. State and to
iii ',in., net i,,scii,deo. ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE RATE IS 10 112

j.
$98awl $65P5

$99..$991

Al

TRADE
INS

I .
D RaMte•wore
11 FORD L
RIRD GalV."POst
;
r Shae0

5 YEAR OR 50,000 MILE
NATIONWIDE WARRANTY
'69 T11111 4Fodi`i

$2535

13 COUGAR
CoPSIa hat'.
'71 OLDS Air A pow.

$1335

Christmas Day, the congregation and the Rev. R.
Henry Green, of Central
Baptist Church, 320 West
Joubert St., will hold a 6
a.m, morning service. Shortly afterward, the Brotherhood Club Men wilt ser% e
breakfast. John Jackson is
president.

Complete
Courteous - Confidential
Banking Services
Each Depositor Insured up to $20,000

ATHAN'S
LOAN

N

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS at O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
op>
1741 at
8 BALE STRUT JA 6-3300

J C. Miller, the Presiding
Elder had o bservations.
Then, he preceeded with the
business at hand. After the
roll call of the ministers and
evangelists of the district.
a Quarterly Conference
Scheduled of important dates
Was passed out. Also, discussed amt soted upon was
the forming of a District
Fund. The 1entative date and
first effort of the District
Fund will be the fifth Sunday
night in April. At Payne
Chapel A. M. E. Church.
Rev. Beckett is pastor. The
Fund will engage in preaching, praying, singing, and
discussing issues prevalent
and revalent to the church
and community.
The Pastor, Council voted
to go on record as supporting
the candidacy of Rev. Henry
L. Starks, pastor of St.
James A.M. E. church, in
Dallas. Texas at the General
Conference.
There were echoes from
the, first lady of the District.
Mrs. J. C. Miller. She called
upon the pastors to institutionalize a functioning Junior
Missionary Society.
Remarks were also made
by the first lady of the
church, Mrs. S.'W. Huston.
The meeting was well
attended by ministers, evangelists, and laymen. In addition to the candidate4 for
Bishop were Rev. T. c.
Bolton, and Rev. Marthn V.
Reed, Rev. C. C. Daniels
from the South Memphis District was also present.
Among the laymen who
were present
were Sis.
Pegues and mother, Sis. C.
Thornton, Sin. L. Carridine,
Bro. Littlejohn. Bro.
B. Owens.; and Mrs. L, R.
Kennedy.

1 77
'11 TOIONO fAl:'71:1

$3135

YOUR DOWNTOWN FORD DEALER
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The bride, a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, is employed by the Memphis City Board of Education and the groom is with the Army Depot and a
member of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. The couple is
at home in Longview Heights.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA . . . Fraternity observed its
sixty-fifth anniversary at Christ Missionary Baptist
Church last Sunday with one of its members. Elder
Blair T. Hunt as speaker. Elder Hunt is pastor of
Mississippi Boulevard Christian Church. Another
member of the fraternity. The Eddie Currie, is pastor
of the church where the program was held.
After the program members of Alpha Delta Lambda Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha, had dinner at the
Top of the Tower restaurant, which gives a kaleidoscopic view of the city from its revolving confines.
Members of the fraternity are: Charles J. Patterson, Jr., President: William H. Cross, Vice President;
George D. Clark, Jr.. Recording Secretary; Eldredge
Williams, Corresponding Secretary Edison Morrison,
Treasurer; Charles Diggs, Chaplain; William Hawkins. Sgt. at Arms; Thomas Watkins, Editor to Sphinx.
and William T. McDaniel. Parliamentarian.
Other members are Emerson Able, Hosa Alexander, Jethro Alexander, Dr. Leland L. Atkins, Dr. C. J.
Bates, William Boone, Arthur Bowles, John L. Brinkley, Anderson Bridges, Lonnie Briscoe, Harold Brooks,
Fred Brown, James Barber. Harper Brown, A t t y.
George Brown, Ulysses Campbell, Clarence Christian,
Atty. Willie Clark, Kenneth Cole, William Cowser.
Dr. Wisdom Coleman, Freddie Criss. Leon P. Davis.
Dr. Roderick ,91",:s, Walter Evans. Harold Ford, John
Ford, Leon Freeman, Dr. W. W. Gibson, Wilford Glenn,
Frank Gray, Walter Guy, Alfred Harrison, T. H.
Hayes, Jr., Dr. Arthur Horne, Onzie Horne, Marshall
Horton, Elbert House, Gerald T. Howell, Dr. Robert
Howse, Cleophus Hudson, Roy Hudson, Earl Ingram,
Eddie Mons, John Johnson, 0. B. Johnson, Judson
Johnson. Carl Johnson. James G. King, Edward
Knight. Atty. A. A. Latting, Antis Latting, R. S. Lewis,
Jr., Fredric Letcher, Willie E. Lindsey, Jr., Atty. lid.;
sea T. Lockard. W;Iliam Mardis, Walter Martin. Jr,.
Roy McLemore, Raymond Melton, Eldridge Mitchell;
Logan Mitchell, Palmer Mosby, Robert H. Morris and
Herbert Munn.
Still other members of the fraternity are: Atty.
Ira J. Murphy, Dr. T. W. Northcross, Harold Osborne, William Owen, Roscoe Overton, The Rev. Loyce
Patrick, Atty. J. 0. Patterson, Jr., Thomas Perkins.
Dr. Charles Pinkston, Aaron Powell, Dr. Hollis F.
Price, Herman Rankins, Robert Ratcliffe, Dr. Paul
Randolph. Dr. Edward, Reed, Dr. Fred Rivers, Col.
George Robinson, William R. Robertson, Leonard
Ross, Dr. Alphonso Saville, Harold Shaw, James
Smith. Spencer M. Smith, Dr. W. 0. Speight, Jr., Ilasf:
ing Stewart, John Strong, Charles Sueing. Atti. hirpet7
Swearengen, Atty. R. B. Sugarmon, Jr., tirades Tarp,
ley, Dan .I. Thomas. Hurbert Thomas, Harry Thomp=
son, Norman Todd, Melvin Tuggle, Aubrey Turner,
Melvin Tuggle, Lewis H. Twigg, Clyde Venson, Gene
Washburn, Percy Washington, George Watkins, Johnnie Watson, Dr. .1. W. Westbrook, Harold Whalum,
Wallace Wilburn, Jr., Webster Williamson, Overtis
Wilson, Harold Winfrey, Robert Woodard, Earnest
Young and Joe Young.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT

$3115

Mrs. Birse is the daughter of Mrs. Carl H. Blount
and the late Rueben Harper Blount and the groom is
the son of Zoulur Birse and the late Mrs. Birse.

Classified Ads

$3195
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Central Baptist
rises early

By Federal Deposit insurance Corporation

New lin Torino 2 door hardtop. VI,
eutornanc, power sliering, ectay
many ether torn luxury Items. Payments
are ler 36 months Including all interest
with credit approval. Cash price Is Only
Total wins et payments It only
111593.00. Stet* and local rases not Induct
est. Limited offer. µnoel pwcantepe
gate la 10-24.

'70 FORA ;;;Z:.1747;ow__ $2135

HOF

On Friday, December 10th
at 8 p. m., the North Memphis District held its Pastors'
Council in the beautiful edifie of ,Greer Chapel A.M.E.
Church.
After the de‘otion. Rev.

THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAIN — 386 BEALE — 1367 N. HOLLYWOOD

NEW '12 TORINO 2 KILT.

In executive session following the regular meeting, the
Commission was unanimous
in its desire to continue efforts to gain legislative approval of its license increase
proposal. The bill, which
would increase the annual
sport fishing and hunting
license of $10.00. but provide for optional separate
hunting ($7.50) and fishing
($5.00) licenses, was introduced in the Tennessee Senate during the 1971 session,
but remained in committee.
-It has become quite Clear
that we need this license increase to stay in business."
Commission Chairman Dr.
William B 1 ackburn said.
"Since 80 percent of our
revenue comes from license
sales, we must have some
increase to meet our operating expenses."

North District
Pastors Meet

TRI-STATE BANK

NEW '12 MAVERICK 2 DR.

Incite:Ms el factory wholsovtof. Payments
are for 31 months, inciunina all interest
with creed opproval. Cash pric• 0 only
$2011. Total suns at payments H only
$713/
Stare :nd loyal tomes nor inClUd
A,..nuei percentage Pei. is II M.

lake is on the drawing board
for the Chickasaw area of
West Tennessee, Fish Managernent Division Chief Hudson Nichols said the Soil
Conservation Service, Tennessee Department of Conservation and Game and
Fish Commission will be
cooperating in the development of this lake, which
should be useable within
two to three years.
Reporting on the experimental early quail season,
which was opened on No.
ember 6, Game Management Division Chief Roy
Anderson said less than 4
percent of the birds harvested during the first two weeks
of the season were less than
9 weeks old.
"Our surveys and studies
indicated
hunt ers were
generally satisfied with the
early season, but landowner
reaction was not favorable

DUKES
PAINT & BODY SHOP
PHONE 526-9165
*EXPERT BODY & PAINT REPAIRS
*KUSTOM PAINTING
*WRECK REBUILDER
*ALL INSURANCE CLAIMS WELCOME
*ALL WORK GUARANTEED

23 MONROE AT RIVERSIDE

NO FINANCE CHARGE

Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
Paint jobs 'cash or on time.
All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy payments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt autb parts.
1.
2.
3.
4.

ea
BusineseFor Sale
238$ Jackson Ave. Bardeare,
/Rice
including Pittsburgh Paint, also well
know” Black and Decker Toole on&
! gift- shop
. . stock only. Can. renew
I building On rental basis at $150 per
month. Immediate possession. Can be
purchased on EIBA.
•,
Mary Myers Realty Company
MU N. Watkins
357-0361
NEED MONEY
$
We'll train yes to as,,. our beaUte
products exclusively for blacks $$$$
Write Julia. P. 0. Box ISIS. Sbreetpork, LOUIslans 71126.
GREAT

MIDTOWN

LOCATION'

WHY MCNT7

COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.

JEFFCOAT MOTORS
297 Vance Ave Ihmntown
PH. 526 0373

When ii costs no more to buy this
conveniently located 3 b r
hour, st
17113 Nelsons Low down payment Low
,Mbly notes. 011iser will finance
me.
Yesglin
611.0460
It. Crump & Co
526-11671
Inman - 3 Bedroom Brick •
- Central Alt Cherokee 8clionl
well kept hons• °liner leaving
•
,
,N,Ile MCCOTtfl•
filets Realty
ea
i594 &TA!
:Z3
I
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By BILL LITTLE
PASADENA BOWL
Having enough bad luck
for several seasons
over
10 games during the
regular campaign
Memphis State
ciosad out with a 28-9 victory
over San Jose State
in
the Pasadena Bowl last
Saturday afternoon.
The
Tigers played inspired
football to win their
first
bowl. game. MSU spotted the
Spartans a 3-0 lead -after
a first quarter field goal and then
came on strong with
a great defensive effort
and some great
running by
sophOlhore Darnell Harris to
win handily over
San
Jose
.Harris was voted the
game's outstanding offensive player while teammate Tom
('arisen was accorded defensive honors. Harris, who
blasted for 87 yards,
including a nine yard touchdow
n cruise in 10 carries,
hart one of his finest afternoon
s since signing with
MSU in 1970 after graduating
from Booker T. Washington. Coach Billy Murphy
says Harris has a great
future with the Tigers. Harris
played behind Paul
"Skeeter" Gowen this season,
and despite some excellent relief role apparances.
Gowen, a senior, was
plaSing his last game.
Carlsen blocked a San Jose punt
and fell on the
loose pigskin in the end zone for the
touchdown which
put Memphis State ahead to stay.
Carlsen was pushed
for the games top defensive man
by teammate Dave
Pawlik.
The game marked the second
meeting between the
champions of the Missouri Valley
Conference and
Pacific Coast Athletic Association. Last
year Long
React and Louisville fought to a 20-20
tie. Officials of
the. two conferences will consider in
January the possibility of renewing the pact which
would continue the
Pasadena Bowl under the present
set-up. Only 15.244
showed up in the mammoth 108,000
seat Rose Bowl
This game use to pit two year junior
college champions
against each other in what was called the
Junior Rose
It. was unfortunate that neither team
had a respectable record coming into the game. Memphis
State
was. four and six off a tougher schedule
while San
Jose'was honing its upset of Rose Bowl
bound Stanford' would divert attention away from
its mediocre
5-5'record. The Spartans had a fine linebacker
in Dave
Cha
'
ney who made some All-American teams.
Chaney
had a. good day against the Tigers but MSU
was successful in directing its attack at the Northern
California standout.

MSIJ CAGERS tOSE
.Coach Gene Bartow reinstated Fred Horton before
departing for the Sun Bowl Tournament last
week
but, Memphis State again finished in second
place.
Wkijr, Horton was on suspension for his temper
tantrum, during the Marquette contest MSU was edged
in
the finals of the Vanderbilt Classic. Host University of
Texas,at El Paso got the Tigers in foul trouble and had
litti:e„"trouble downing Memphis State 85-79 in the
finals. MSU had earned the championship round by
beating. San Francisco 82-77. The Miners, who have
bean-victors in the tourney in eight of 11 attempts,
advanced with a first round win over Loyola of Chicago.
—Ronnie Robinson, second in the MVP balloting,
was -Memphis State's most consistent performer. The
super.rebounder turned scorer with 28 points in the
USF.:victory to take up the slack for Larry Finch who
scorad only six points. Finch spent over 15 minutes on
the"bench in foul trouble. Against UTEP Robinson
got-into early difficulty along with 6-10 Don Holcomb
because of excessive fouling.
The Miners took advantage .of the Tigers being
ndermanned by running up comfortable leads with
the'-final score being the closest the Tigers came after
the-first half. Finch recovered to score 22 points but
the-game simply wasn't one of the Tigers' better effofts. MSU returned to the home floor this week With
a game with the Athletes In , Action. However, the

Tiers- won't see official action until they entertain
Arkansas New Year's Eve in the Mid-South Coliseum.

PROS',HOST CAROLINA
..The Memphis Pros continued their fine play at
home with a 103-94 win over Denver last Saturday
night. The Pros, plagued with three close road losses,
Kota great team effort with Will Jones pouring in 21
Points to show the way. Ralph Simpson led Denver
wiLb..26. The Pros play Carolina here Christmas.

Ellison
hits 200
WILLIE E L LISON OF
LOS ANGELES became the
16th player In National Football L e ague history to
rush for 200 yards In a game
first Sunday when the 6-1,
1b-pound Rein set an NFL
record by carrying 28 times
for- 247 yards. This Acta/
eclipsed the old mark of 243
Yards by COOKIE GILCHRIST of' BuffsJO TI,. New
'York Jets. (AFIr1, Dee; 8,
heat
1963. JIM RIOWNP
-,4etal was 237 on two We- vs. Los Angeles on
NOY: 24, 1957 and vs. Philadelphia on Nov, 19, 1861.
—Sixteen p1 a y era have

achieved 200 yards 19 times.
Brown did it four times and
Is the only runner to rush for
200 more than once.
Elltsor is 26 years old
nd was born Nov. 1, 1045
Lockhart; Texas, where
e attended Carver High
chool. lift lives in Houston,
ith his wife, Doris, and
otr-year-old twin boys, Dart) and De

t

Ills wa
pl
hern,
.
11,089 yar
1410 Angeles
on the second round n 1987

SAVE MORE WITH OUR EVERYDAY
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A team of educators lies
of Memplidi
has deliberbeen ordered by Federal
ately *Nag* approximateJudge Robert McRae Jr.,
ly 200 'Negro upIla, newly
to investigate two methode
a
enrolled
thearea through
to a n
of acheiving racial balance
housing project,
in the Memphis City School isverwhelmingly black
school
System. Counsel for the
in preference to the nearby
plaintiffs were also directed
Raineshave school where
to "radios to writing" the
the racial ratio presently
change, it the existing plan
330 whites to 104 blades."
which they advocated. The
The Judge also ordered
team of educators under the School Board tm file
spethis order will formulate
cific pros/410ns of its protwo separate desegregation
posed zone changes for the
plans for Memphis City , Lester-Carpenter p redomSchools. One to require Mini- lpantly black schools) and
mum busing and the othet
East Treadwell (predomentailing m o re extensive
inantly white) schools withbusing.
in two weeks.
While the order didn't
The order made many
mention busing specifically,
references to acts of segrethere are some observers
gation, one example stated,
who felt that it was a clear
"The predecessors of the
sign that Memphis would
incumbent have accommohave busing.
dated the white housing disOne section of the order
crimination in many ways,
stated, "The White commu, such as drawing the black
nity's racial hostility has
Dunbar Elementary zone
caused some neighborhood
during the last elementary
areas, and consequently the
school dual system year,
nearby schools, to change
1961-62, as a zone approxifrom white to black as
mately five miles wide with
blacks moved in. The Board
the black school in the weshas made isolated attempts
ternmost area.
to avoid this problem."
"While it is true that the
The Court stated,"
hisblacks at that time lived in
torically, t h e controlling
the immediate area of the
white citizens relegated cerDunbar School, the location
tain areas in Memphis and
of the school in the western
Shelby County to blacks.
area of the zone designed by
and that both the City and
the Board would certainly
County Boards of Educadeter a black from moving .
tion
established
into the eastern area of the :,
separate
and unequal schools in the
zone"
immediate vicinity of the
It also stated, "In addition,
areas of Negro concentrathe predecessors of the
tion."
defendant Board deterred
It continued, "This is done
Negro migration Into ev.
by controlling the number
tam n areas of the FraY -scr
of whites in a school in a
community after it was an
majority ratio of not below
flexed in December. 1958,
approximately 60% or 65%
This was accomplished by
However, this practice inentering into a contract wtih
creases or does nothing
the county to bus the spars,.
about the problems of the
ly located Negro pupils t,
a)l-black or virtually allNegro schools in the counts
black schools".
to avoid assigning them to
An example was given.
the a Ire ady established
"This year the Board has
white schools in the Frayser
continued to maintain
area, or in the alternative.,
Maury Elementary School
providing gepa rate and
at 37.5 of its optimum cabelga
I facilities 1 o r the
pacity in order to avoid asblacks,
signing 133 white pupils to
It continued, "The location
a pred ominantly Negro
and construction of schools
school, thereby risking white
by school authorities is
flight from this presently
factor to be considered
predominantly white inner
the determination of the
city area.
criminatory actions of a'
"In the area to the south
school board.
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PRICES

SHOP WHERE EVERYDAY I
IS DISCOUNT-DAY!
YOU "SAVE TWICE"...WITH TOP VALUE STAMPS!
P

FRYING CHICKEN

PORK ROAST

CONTAINS. 3 BREAST QTRS.
3 LEG QTRS. 3 WINGS
AND 2 CsIBLE1S

38c
FRESH

ALL BEEF
HAMBURGER
4-LBS.
or MORE

MORRELL'S MEALTIME

SLICED BACON

58

1-LB.
PKG.

LB.

55c

ire

71A-47

KROGER
GRADE A

BELE/ALE

Saving Addicts
On Channel 10
Love and faith have sucmethadone as just anothe
where methadone
drug. "I went into the hosfailed in the long-term cure
pital as a heroine addict
of countless Black drug adand came out a methadone
dicts.
addict ... I couldn't get
This assessment of the
methadone so I went back
drug cure scene is voiced by
to heroine," says one per.
ex-addicts on Black Journal
son. Another medical obwhen the NET Emmy-winjection made by some is
ning series visits "Soul Savthat "Methadone gets into
ing Station," a church of the
your bones."
Pentecostal Faith in HarFor a medical point of
lem. The program will be
view on the methadone
seen Tuesday, Dec. 28 on
treatment, Black Journal
Channel 10, at 8:30.
turns to Dr. Paul Searcy of
With this visit Black JourBeth Israel in New York.
nal provides insight into the
Dr. Searcy, who believes
life of an addict, the detethat drug addiction is best
rioration of his soul a a d
treated in the hands of phybody, the illegal methods of
sicians, says that methadone
supporting his habit, and the
enables addicts to return to
struggle for mental and
society as useful fnembers.
physical well-being. In the
According to him, methaprocess it also presents firstdone is not a crutch and
hand reports on the methathere is no medical evidone program from treated
dence that it gets into the
addicts. Black Journal also
bone marrow.
talks to the Rev. Jesse Win'
Yet moody Blacks, some
Ivy of the Harlem church
addicted for as many as ten
who discussed 'his brand of
years, testify to the failure
hesling.
of methadone and the sucAs Black Journal points
cess of religious faith.
out, the drug problem hits
"Methadone reacts on your
especially hard in the Black
nervous system," says one
community. Forty-nine per
woman who has been cured
cent of all drug addicts in
by the Soul Saving Station
the United States are nonafter being on everything
white. Of the 100,000 addicts
from "goof balls to shootin New York City, 35,000 are
ing up" for ten years.
in Harlem and 12,000 are
According to Reverend
children.
Winley the cure is accomInterviews with ex-addicts
plished through "love, unreveal that curiosity and
derstanding and faith in the
peer group pressures are
power of God ...'Vesented
two strong reasons for into the addicts through the
volvement with drugs. One
gospel."
:
girl notes that it was her
boyfriend who introduced
her to drugs. Tin James DA.Carl Carson out of town
Geter, successfully) treated
at the Seed Saving Station
believes t h at the drug
problem 'is 'one of "being
away from' God."
On the subject of rehabilitation, many r enounce

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

FAMILY PAK Of

SHORTENING
CAN
N6

LARGE EGGS_

9C

00Z.

ceeded

ONE
-WAY
MOVING

VANS

Crosstown Fish Market Inc.,

WITH OUR COUPON OFFER

APPLE, PEACH, CUSTARD & CHERRY
BIG 16-0Z. SIZE

BANQUET PIES

6

20-0ZS.
EACH

r

-

TENDER

Plenty ftfiEte0one
oljattish, Bu
Carp Drum,
•,;,,i1;, Whiting & Seafoods Fresh. .r

DEP.

JUICY SWEET

SWEET
YELLOW CORN

FLORIDA ORANGES

10

89c

EARS
rOR

PLUS

8-BTL.
CAIN.

8-LB.
BAG

-atilt-dr

loblintillitittaititddis106e,
EXTRA Top
Value Stamps with 4

in0

this coupon end $5.00 purchase._

excluding tobacco products and tress or
frozen milk products and in addition to
any other coupon puiriwent. Good thru
Dec. 24. Limit one

1

1

236 N. CLEVELAND isitturb Market '
272-7401.'

Memphis' newest Fish Market.
All kinds of fresh ,fish

7.-UP, DR PEPPER
OR PEPSI COLA

KROGER GRADE A

.LARGE EGGS Doz. 11,

Thp
Y414.11

U.S.NO I QUALITY

RUSSET
POTATOES

99
t

With this coupon at Kroger stores. 0004
L-rtait one.
ktiti Dec. 24.
Subject to
applICable state and local taxes.

• .1•••Imar,

:At GLADLY HONOR U.S.40

'STAMPS!'

!Nt

Panasonic
travel-designed
portable cassette
tape recorder

39.95
Operates on AC current or 4 "C
speaker
size batteries.
delivers strong sound Push-button
operation makes operation child's
play. All solid state. Complete with
microphone microphone case.
.earphone. AC power cord. batteries,
and convenient carrying handle.
(RQ-209DAS)

ireembseadnilibe.•
••••1•Prea
'1•08.••••1•11111 dadow•Be
,,
••
1••••••••••1" -reg.
::::
zw...!••.' ..•••••
•••
.. ...lig
-'8.2.
•••••••••811
•••••
geolll :::

Look a little,listen a tittle,
get a lotfor your money
on peachy Panasonic gifts
under the Squiggly Roof.

1E:111;;;;911.

Panasonic black/white
pop-up TV with FM/AM radio

159.95

Panasonic
19"(diag.)
color portable

Pop up the 5"(diag.1 screen its a TV. Down it's
an FM/AM radio. Operates on batteries or AC
current. Gets UHF and VHF channels. Radio has
slide-rule tuning. All solid state. Screen locks
down for easy carrying by the concealed handle.
Complete with AC adaptor/recharger,
batteries, sun-shield and earphone.
(TR-425R)

379.95
All solid state Panalock
automatic fine tuning means
less picture adjustment for
you. You tine tune just once
Special circuits to cancel
audio and visual interference Speed-O-Vision In
rosewood-grain cabinet
Complete with earphone
(CT-392)

PANASONIC

II I
...PM. a...

ow

n
a,

Porno? cora

Panasonic stereo phono with
built-in FM/AM/FM stereo radio

1_6

Ge

our hum loyouey pion.

129.95
Fully automatic 4-speed record changer. Cartridge
has sapphire stylus. Two 6)2" PM dynamic speakers
in cylindrical enclosures. Dual black-out and
illuminated tuning dials. Recording output and
auxiliary input jacks, speaker out jacks, headphone jack. Walnut wood grain cabinet with
plexiglass dust cover. (SE-840)

0
Panasonic
Ball 'n chain AM radio

9.88
4DC)
0
rzN
V.val
‘Z.vr.-...N

the reasury

All solid state. Unique spherical
styling. Built-in antenna.
Comes with battery, earphone,
detachable carrying chain.
All in a gift boX. (R-70)

lS ®
Vf./00Q)

firmly store and food center

CVO A•G

3 GREAT STORES: FRAYSER ,2585'North Hollywood Ste LAMAR EAST

3130 Lamar Ave.

WHITEHAVEN

5255 Hgwy 51 South •

\
_I

tele&Ofel
.
TWO V'e))1
•-.4 cto,W

Open weekdays 7:30 to 10 Sundays 1 2 to 6

